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Liz Reid minds the office
Gough’s fem inist 
left behind
by Hall Greenland
Somebody who didn’t get to 
Surfer’s Paradise for the Federal ALP 
Conference was Elizabeth Reid, the 
PM’s advisor on women’s issues.
In fact, it was the PM who rang 
her after she’d packed her bags to 
tell her not to come,' as she would 
not be needed.
The rest of the PM’s personal 
staff: Peter Wilenski, James Spigel- 
man, Evan Williams, Eric Walshe, 
speech writer Freudenberg, Gordon 
Bilney, and Michael Delaney, were 
there. Ms Reid was to stay home to 
mind the office.
There was not one woman amongst 
the 49 Federal Conference delegates. 
Moves to have a delegate from the 
Federal ALP women’s organisation 
at the conference were heavily de­
feated at the Federal Executive 
meeting prior to the conference.
“This decision' was really hypo­
critical” one angry delegate’s wife 
claimed. “They argued that women 
members should battle their way up 
through the body of the party to the 
top, but they give them no encour­
agement. Politics is a male thing for 
them and they want to keep it that 
way.
“They’re not offering women 
what they want and they’re not 
deeply involved in women’s issues.”
Confirmation of this claim is found 
in the April Gallup Poll:
Males intending to vote ALP: 55%. 
Females intending to vote ALP: 44%>-
Digger rang Margaret Whitlam in 
Surfer’s Paradise for a comment. 
Digger: Can I speak to Ms Whitlam 
please?
Voice at other end: I’m sorry she’s 
not here.
Digger: When will she be back? 
Voice: She’s at a dinner. I don’t 
know when.
Digger: With whom am I speaking? 
Voice: It’s her husband.
Digger: I’m after a comment as to 
why Elizabeth Reid wasn’t invited 
to Surfer’s Paradise.
Voice: Well, I’m just passing through 
the roorp on my way to Melbourne. 
Really, I’m in a hurry and can’t 
give you» anything on that.
Mr. Whitlam was indeed off to 
Melbourne — for Arthur Calwell’s 
funeral. Craig McGregor tells us in
Profile o f  Australia, “after the 1963 
general election defeat Mr. Calwell 
told his party that the most important 
question the party could ask itself 
was why it was not winning more 
of the women’s votes...”
When I asked Mr. W.R. Colbourne, 
secretary of the NSW ALP what 
the party intended to do about 
the women’s vote ... he replied: 
“Nothing. The women just vote as 
their husbands tell them.”
CH ANGES
After some months on very thin 
ice, The Digger has got its feet back 
on what feels like Firm ground, and 
(for now, at least) will appear again 
as a fortnightly. We think our new 
Melbourne office (see p. 2) will be 
our base for some time.
Bruce Hanford, finding himself 
too close for comfort to the Black 
Hole, has withdrawn to the country 
to heal his soul with music, love and 
hard yakka. The second part of his 
Jan O’Truba is unlikely ever to be 
published: he doesn’t want to make 
it hot for his mates.
Cobb has gone home to the US 
for a while. Whatever he gets to draw 
you’ll see in Digger. Meanwhile, Ian 
McCausland is back in this issue, not 
to mention Neil M<?Lean.
On the legal front, The Digge 
and its associates dodge flak . . 
obscenity busts, mostly. Alan Rodney 
Wright, our NSW distributor 
charged with selling and distributing 
obscene material to vf it Digger no. 1 
had his case dismissed on July 11 
due to police ineptitude in the laying 
of the charges. He was defended by 
lawyer Klen Horler. In a similar 
charge against Bob Gould of Third 
World bookshops, one of 300-400
booksellers who handled Digger no. 1
the magistrate reserved judgement 
on Gould’s committal.
In Melbourne, obscenity charges 
have been laid regarding Digger nos. 
3 (Beatrice Faust on pornography) 
and 6 (Helen Garner’s conversation 
with schoolkids). The case has been 
adjourned till September, or then 
abouts.
ASIO agents show a public face
SECRET PO LICE  
O N  T H E  L IN E
by Michael Zerman
The Australian Security Intelli­
gence Organisation was established 
by the Chifley Labor government in 
1948. The ensuing twenty five years 
have seen many attempts, mainly 
parliamentary, to expose to public 
scrutiny, the nature of ASIO’s 
operations. All have proved unsucc­
essful, and the only information that 
has been elicited is ASIO’s annual 
budget.
At the 1971 ALP Federal Con­
ference a motion was debated calling 
for ASIO’s abolition. The motion 
was adavnced by the Victorian 
Socialist Left faction, and gained 
enough support to be defeated by 
only one vote.
The recent change in parliamentary 
door-mats has led to fresh moves 
to smash ASIO. The present ALP 
“Festival of macho has-beens” (at 
Surfer’s Paradise) is to be the scene 
of the heavier blows.
* * *
The Committee for the Abolition 
of Political Police was formed in 
April 1973, to publicise its opposition 
to ASIO.
However, the Committee’s cam­
paign is not a matter of petitioning, 
or requesting the abolition of ASIO. 
It’s more an attempt to make ASIO’s 
operations untenable, on a day-to-day 
basis, and thus force its disbanding.
Early one morning in April, white 
collar workers were streaming into 
ASIO’s St. Kilda Road (Melbourne) 
headquarters. They were a trifle 
stunned to find themselves being 
photographed on arrival. Some ran 
about on the tram stop, warning 
their comrades. That evening the 
photographers returned. The ASIO 
personnel emerged en masse from the 
building in the presence of uni­
formed state police, but no action 
was taken against the photographers.
Wellesley House is in East Mel­
bourne. It’s a six storey building. 
The noticeboard on the ground floor 
lists the tenants of the first four 
floors. But above that — nothing. 
At the top of the stairs leading to 
the fifth floor is a large iron grille.
On Wednesday, June 26, CAPP’s
dedicated photographers arrived for 
more passport pics of narcs and 
spivs this time in the company of TV 
cameramen. Again the state police 
were called, no action was taken, 
and 6.30 pm TV news viewers saw a 
disarmingly candid shot of a red 
warning light flashing on the fifth 
floor of this second ASIO strong­
hold.
* * *
CAPP has circularised all dele­
gates to the current ALP Federal 
Conference. Its statement points out 
that ASIO has, “so far cost the 
Australian taxpayers in excess of 
$100,000,000,” “persecuted people 
desiring social change,” and “acted 
as an agent of the CIA in promoting 
global war strategy.”
The statement berates ASIO for 
permitting “the free operation of 
armed bands of Ustasha,” and “their 
failure to uncover a single spy or 
traitor.”
But even better for those wanting 
a good paranoid buzz, they have 
noted for publication the names and 
addresses of three ASIO personnel. 
These three were chosen at random 
from a longer list in the Committee s 
possession.
* * *
George Clegg has apparently 
solved the work/leisure problem of 
most of our lives. He lives his Ian
Women’s 
lob
If you mix politics with sport the 
Wimbledon tennis finals were a pas­
sing shot in the arm.
Billie-Jean King, who heads up 
Women’s Lob, won a complete and 
smashing victory in . the Women’s 
singles final. Before the tournament 
Women’s Lob served up a claim for 
equal pay in the matter of prize 
money. Their threat of a boycott 
faltered when Evonne Goolagong and 
Margaret Court threatened to scab.
In the men’s singles final there 
was a reversal of the 1968 walkover. 
This time the Czech, Kodes, tipped 
out the-Russian.
Flemings all weekend in a car with 
registration plates GC-003, according 
to CAPP’s statement.
Digger rang George, and after 
introducing ourselves the conversation 
ran much like this.
Digger: “In a document released at 
the ALP Fédérai Conference you 
have been named as an employee of 
ASIO. Is this so?”
Clegg: I think you have the wrong 
number. Anyway, who are you? 
Where are you from? 
Réintroductions.
Clegg: I think you’re ringing the 
wrong number. I think you’ve got 
your lines crossed. Ring some other 
number, eh.
By the end of the conversation 
George was sounding decidedly 
peeved, so we hung up, leaving him 
to contemplate his superannuation 
Bruce Campbell lives in one of 
Melbourne’s gracious bayside suburbs 
Digger: You’ve been named as an 
employee of ASIO. Is this so? 
Campbell: Oh dear, oh dear, oh dear 
— there are so many Campbell’s in 
the book. What do they actually say? 
Digger: You are mentioned as an 
employee, and your name and address 
are given.
Campbell: I think you’ve probably 
got the wrong person, but thanks 
very much for calling.
The Committee’s statement con 
eluded: “We intend to continue 
publishing further lists and photo 
grapsh until such time as ASIO is 
either disbanded or its purpose satis 
factorily explained. At the moment 
we regard ASIO as a sinister and 
expensive joke.”
For those people who want to 
help end the joke, hassle a pig, or 
have a legitimate excuse to breath 
heavily over the phone, the recipients 
of these activities should be:
George Clegg,
12/49 Kensington Road,
South Yarra, 3141.
Phone: 24.3492. 
and
Bruce Campbell,
21 Plantation Avenue,
East Brighton, 3187.
Phone: 92.4668.
“Congenital liar” - magistrate
Ex-vice cop 
pays out
Michael Kenneth Clayton is an ex-member of the Adelaide Vice 
Squad. The Digger has followed some of the activities that dragged 
Clayton out of police obscurity (The Digger nos, 6 and 17). 
In May, 1972, Australia’s most notorious gay bashing culminated 
in the drowning of Dr. George Duncan. During the Coroner’s 
inquest into Duncan’s death, Clayton and two colleagues were sus­
pended for refusing to give evidence. Clayton’s resignation from 
the force was received about the time a subsequent Scotland Yard 
investigation into the drowning recommended the prosecution of 
three men. The recommendation was ignored by the South 
Australian Labor Government.
From Adelaide, Terry Plane reports yet another bout of 
violence:
Early last year, -when Michael 
Kenneth Clayton was still a member 
of the South Australian police force’s 
Vice Squad, he appeared as a witness 
in the Adelaide magistrates’ court. 
Outside the courthouse after the 
hearing, the magistrate (who must 
remain anonymous) said to a lawyer 
about Clayton: “I never believe any­
thing he says in the dock — he is a 
congenital liar.”
At the end of June, Judge White, 
in the local Adelaide Court, awarded 
Wayne Hartley Lawson of Kilkenny, 
$1,240 damages for assault. Lawson, 
20 years, apprentice motor mechanic, 
had sued Michael Kenneth Clayton 
and Edward Ray Mildenhall, whose 
addresses were given as 1 Angas Street 
Adelaide — police headquarters.
Neither Clayton nor Mildenhall 
spends much time at no. 1 nowadays, 
as both have left the force, but at 
the time of the incident in question 
— October 29, 1971 — both were 
detectives»
In his decision, of which another 
lawyer said: “It’s a real victory; I 
didn’t think White would do it” , the 
cars tried to run each other off the 
road, Lawson finally stopped and 
tried to escape on foot, two burly 
men caught him and kicked, punched 
and threw him about in the park- 
lands near the southern boundary of 
Adelaide city proper.
One burly man hit him more than 
the other: of the damages Clayton 
was ordered to pay $1,040 and 
Mildenhall $200. The state sttorney- 
general, Len King, said the police 
force would not pay the fines and
the men would have to fork out for 
themselves.
Star witness in the case was 
C.H. Lawson, father of the plaintiff. 
He told the court he photographed 
his son and the area of the scuffle 
within eight hours of the incident. 
He also found his son’s car keys 
there.
Lawson senior also told the court 
that until six years ago he was a 
policeman, having served in the force 
for 18 years, 10 of them in the CIB 
as a detective. He did not tell the 
court he left the force against his 
wishes after an incident in which he 
allegedly bashed a suspected felon.
He said at the end of the damages 
case he thought Judge White had 
been very fair. “We feel justice has 
been done,” he said. “We didn’t 
start the action to make a quid.”
Lawson had sued Clayton and 
Mildenhall for $5,000.
However, nor does it appear the 
Lawsons' were motivated to go to 
court by any desire to nail Clayton; 
more were they the inadvertent van­
guard for those people (and they are 
legion) who wish to see Clayton 
out of action.
The lawyer who related the magi­
strate’s quote at the beginning of this 
article also said that since the Duncan 
case Clayton has not been popular 
with the present vice squad, which is 
very sensitive about its reputation. 
“If Clayton called up and said there 
was a bunch of hoods trying to 
knock down his door and get in 
to thump him, the vice squad would 
go out and help the hoods,” the 
lawyer said.
THE MAIL
Cry from  
the south
Dear Beings everywhere:
Perhaps you have wondered many 
times if there was anybody down 
here. Our magazine Contracultura 
has been silent for more than a year. 
Several times we started this bulletin 
with the idea of spreading Good 
News ... but we did not find such 
news around. And we expected them 
in vain.
But there is a great need of 
communication in every possible 
direction, due to the great counter­
revolutionary wave that will come 
out while the Revolution goes on...
The CIA has been very active in 
the recent June 20 killings in 
Argentina. The hew President, even 
being a Conservative old politician, 
had Cuba’s Dorticos and Chile’s 
Allende at the Inauguration cere­
mony, as a result of the pressures 
originated in young areas of the 
struggle for liberation. Bad sign for 
the imperialists, Who plan to turn our 
continent into a new Vietnam, let’s 
say, Brazilians versus Argentina, or 
so.
During more than one year we 
have been carrying on an experience 
through a local radio station. A 
daily rock broadcast, a heavy one, 
from the City Hall station. During 
the last three months, from such, 
microphone we have been organising 
meetings in a local park: listeners — 
young ones — and rock musicians (wt 
have good rock here).
Now we have a regular group
between 200 and 300 participants, 
and we are renting a house (an old 
building) and starting a Communitary 
Centre with a library ot alternative 
books, etc. Never before has such 
happened here. Nice thing.
In the meantime the Rightist 
wing of the Peronista government is 
quite shitty. Now at the city hall 
station they have banned foreign 
music, mainly rock. Nothing sang 
in English can be broadcast. South 
America, you know. But the re­
volutionary Peronistas — who were 
savagely murdered by the fascist 
stormtroopers on June 20 — and 
other ‘revolutionary youth are now 
completely against them.
Violent times, but the creation 
of alternatives goes on,- with - every 
life-force available.
A new international front of 
liberated souls is necessary. We 
promise to keep you informed with 
meaningful events from our area. 
Have all our love. Hope you are OK 
right there.
See ya,
Miguel Grinberg,
UPS-Latino,
C/o Contracultura,
C.C. Central 1332,
Capital Federal,
Argentina.
Families
debunked
Comrades,
Hall Greenland’s statement that 
I r is h  C a th o lic  “ fa m ilie s”
automatically came to dominate the 
New South Wales Labor Party after 
the strikes of the 1890s because Irish 
Catholics were the largest groups of 
workers, is a myth. Like all myths it 
serves to mystify, and should be 
debunked.
In fact Catholic infiltration into 
the Labor Party largely took place 
only after 1898 when the New South 
Wales cohference, under the 
influence of the parliamentarians, 
took a marked swing to the right in 
policies and organisation. At that 
time the militant socialists either left 
the Party or were virtually expelled, 
leaving it under the domination of 
the moderate socialists of the 
Holman-Hughes variety.
Patrick Ford in Cardinal Moran 
and the ALP  gives the following 
f ig u r e s  o f  S ta te  Labor 
parliamentarians of Catholic faith in 
the years after 1890:
1891 4 of 35 (3 of the 4 later
joined breakaway groups).
1894 1 of 15
1895 1 of 18 
1898 1 of 19 
1901 9 of 24 
1904 10 of 25 
1907 12 of 32 
1910 17 of 46
Father Ford predicates that a 
major factor in the growing 
moderation of Labor policies was 
Cardinal Moran’s non-recognition of 
the Labor Party as a legitimate 
political party before 1898. The 
parliamentarians were impressed by 
his obtaining 41,069 votes for the 
1897 Constitutional Convention 
compared with 16,411 for the Labor 
ticket. Facing up to the permanent 
problem of how to expand the base 
of their support they looked to the 
Catholic hierarchy to give them 
access to the almost wholly working 
classylrish Catholic community.
The alliance between the Labor 
Party and the Catholic hierarchy was 
cemented by the bigotry displayed
by Protestant members of the 
establishment against all Catholics.
It is, however, significant that the 
hierarchy’s support of the Labor 
Party was always conditional Upon 
its pursuing moderate policies.
With this historical background it 
is understandable that Catholic 
Labor politicians have been almost 
invariably forces of conservatism. In 
the main Catholics were not the 
radicals who founded the Labor 
Party; they came into the Labor 
Party only after the party had 
abandoned its radicalism.
It would be wrong to see this 
movement by Catholics in the ALP 
as a Catholic takeover. When, under 
the influence of a different Catholic 
tradition, that of the Italian Mafia, 
Mr Santamaria of the NCC did try 
for a takeover bid, he failed dismally.
Nowadays many of the right as 
well as the left consider the lineal 
descendants of the Irish Catholic 
infiltrations to be a distinct liability. 
Supporters of the Whitlam-Dunstan 
type of reformism find the 
obscurantist moral standards and 
political ideology of people like Pat 
Hills a distinct liability, when they 
want to appear relevant to twentieth 
century society. The incompetent 
and sometimes corrupt aldermen 
com pare unfavorably  w ith  
competent honest technocrats of the 
Arthur Geitzelt variety — or with 
radical innovators such as Nick 
Origlass. At the 1973 New South 
Wales Youth Conference, trendy 
right joined radical left in a 200-1 
vote of no-confidence in Pat Hills.
The Catholic working class vote is 
not the important electoral factor it 
once was. But the right wing 
Catholics still possess the numbers to 
pre-select their own candidates in a 
large number of inner-city State and 
Federal electorates. The result is that 
they are represented in Parliament 
quite disproportionately to their 
influence in the wprking class.
Statements by Peter Westerway, 
former General Secretary, about the 
inadequacies of the pre-selection 
ballot system reflect the frustration 
that many of the right feel at seeing 
pre-selection in the hands of 
branches stacked with middle-aged 
and elderly deadheads.
The alliance between Catholic 
right wing politician and the 
conservative trade union bureaucracy 
is breaking up. The rise of the 
W hitlam ite parliamentarian is 
matched by the development of the 
tertiary educated union official 
together with their lawyer parasites.
Intervention in New South Wales 
and Victoria in 1970-71 had a 
two-fold purpose — to smash the 
Victorian left and to curb the New 
South Wales Catholic right, in the 
interests of promoting Gough 
Whitlam and giving him a machine of 
his own.
The process is not yet complete 
but the days of the “grouper” right 
are clearly numbered. Anybody who 
witnessed the pathetic reception of 
Pat Hills at the 1973 State 
Conference could not but compare it 
unfavorably with that given to 
Gough Whitlam.
Whether the left can take
advantage of the situation is another 
story. Both the reformist Steering 
Committee and the Stalinist Socialist 
Objective Committee show little 
evidence of being concerned with 
other then fighting for positions 
while collaborating in right wing 
policies. And the socialist left 
c o l la p s e d  w h e n , sectarian  
groupuscules fought mighty battles 
for control — only to find that the 
Labor activists had voted with their 
feet and left them with an empty 
shell.
It’s all pretty depressing.
Sorry about not giving you my 
name. There is some evidence that 
the right are reconsidering imposition 
of proscriptions, and I still want to
stay a member in the hope of good 
times to come.
Branch Member, ALP,
Sydney, NSW.
Ridicule
Go and see The Dragon Lady's 
Revenge at the Pram Factory and 
you will know why the theatre critics 
of the Press didn’t like it. The play 
attacks respectability and authority 
in the most unforgiveable way — by 
ridicule. It is a technique that Charles 
Chaplain used in his film The Great 
•Dictator in which he ridiculed Hitler 
and Mussolini.
Because of the fact that serious 
plays or films attacking war or the 
American involvement in South-East 
Asia are often approved of and 
appreciated by the establishment, the 
critiques of the play at the Pram 
Factory have been taken at face 
value and have influenced people’s 
decisions to see it — or rather not to 
see it. More is the pity, because those 
who are not in authority and are not 
“respectable” would enjoy satire and 
the superb acting.
Serious political criticism can be 
| answered — indictment by ridicule 
cannot. The meagre audiences are a 
very good example of the power of 
the Press to influence even those who 
are aware that the Press can neither 
be believed or relied on.
E. Goldman,
Clayton, Vic.
Watch 
my Ups
A couple of points related to the 
interview in the-June Digger:
(1) I regard the APG’s experiment 
in shared decision-making as one of
the most important innovations in 
Australian theatre. There is no doubt 
t h a t  o u r  d e m o c r a t i s e d  
decision-making machinery is better 
than anything else around.
(2) It was not my intention to use 
the interview to “destroy” the APG 
by “publically shitting on it” as has 
been claimed by some people. While 
certainly disappointed at some 
aspects of our work I am still an 
enthusiastic member of the APG 
collective and enjoy working at the 
Pram Factory. I will probably be 
working on the show that follows 
Dragon Lady, the current production 
at the Pram Factory, and along with 
Bill Garner and Tim Robertson I am 
planning a production of Heathcote 
Williams’ AC/DC  to be staged at the 
Pram Factory later this year.
(3) Criticism of the APG’s work 
has to be constantly balanced against 
the APG’s embattled and besieged 
economic circumstances and our 
attempts to democratise the 
company’s internal structures.
(4) The APG is a conglomerate of 
more than 40 collective members and 
associate members. There are 
inevitably many different and 
conflicting theatrical and political 
attitudes and a great deal of variation 
in commitment, ability and 
experience. Different overviews 
about the ways in which the Group 
should direct its energies are 
constantly being developed and aired 
at the meetings — where policy is 
decided — for support among 
collective members. There are many 
difficulties in this sort of structure 
but I would like to emphasise that I 
do value the Group’s attempts to 
evolve a w orking method 
commensurate with our stated 
democracy.
Graeme Blundell,
North Carlton, Vic.
July 14 - July 28, 1973.
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INTERNATIONAL NEWSBomb out.|Opposition to the continued US 
bombing of Cambodia and Laos is 
now coming from the very men 
who are dropping the bombs — the 
B-52 crew members.
Several US Senators have recently 
received letters and petitions pro­
testing the bombing from air force 
personnel stationed in Guam, where 
the strikes are launched. Some of 
those B-52 crew members now refer 
to themselves as “POGs” — meaning
Prisoner of Guam.
Senator J. William Fulbnght
recently read into the Congressional 
record seveial of the letters he’s 
received from air force personnel. 
Fulbright said the letters constitute 
(quote) “An eloquent indictment 
of US military activities in Indo­
china.” One of the letters Fulbright 
read — written by a B-52 co-pilot
— denounced (quote) “Our present 
policies pf ‘Dial a B-52 Strike’ 
whenever and wherever you want” 
and added “This plea is not a one- 
man show. The majority of the crew 
force presently engaged in these 
operations are tired and fed up 
with the entire affair,” said the 
letter.
Another letter to Senator Kennedy
— written by a Guam-based B-52 
navigator — protested that (quote) 
“We are no more than a mercenary 
army fighting solely on the dis­
cretion of our President.”
Three of the B-52 crewmen in 
Southeast Asia have joined in a 
suit filed by Representative Elizabeth 
Holtzman of Brooklyn. That suit, 
filed in the US District Court, asks 
the court to declare the bombing in 
Southeast Asia illegal unless con­
sented to by Congress.
. . and up
According to figures released by 
the Defense Department, the 
United States flew 21,121 bombing 
missions over Cambodia and Laos 
between the January 27 cease-fire 
and April 30. During those raids, 
B-52 bombers dropped 145,919 tons 
of bombs on those two countries. 
Since the end of April, the number 
of daily sorties has increased by 
as much as 50%.
The estimated cost of the post­
cease-fire bombing raids up to April 
30 has been set at over $258 million. 
No-one has attempted to estimate 
the number of lives lost since the 
war “ended”.
Peugeot 
Head hit
Saint Etienne, France, June 9 
(PNS) — The managing director of 
the Peugeot car works, Mr Charrel, 
was ambushed and beaten up here 
last Tuesday, June 5, by four 
members of a worker anti-fascist 
group.
Mr Charrel’s car was blocked by 
two others, and four men armed with 
iron bars jumped out and gave Mr 
Charrel a short but violent beating. 
,He was rushed to hospital; according 
!to his wife he had 29 stitches in his 
scalp and had to be treated for 
injuries to the neck, arms and legs.
A number of leaflets left at the 
scene of the incident explained why 
the action had been carried out. 
They were signed “The Blanchet 
Beylot anti-fascist worker group”, 
j named after two workers from the 
Peugeot plant at Sochaux who were 
killed by the police in 1968.
The leaflet said, “It was Mr 
Charrel who was responsible for the 
armed attack launched on April 12, 
1973, against workers occupying the 
Peugeot factory at Saint Etienne, in 
which seven workers were injured. 
Mr Charrel was there at the time and 
said he assumed ‘full responsibility 
for the events’.”
The leaflet continues: “In 1968, 
the Peugot management called the 
CRS (French riot police — PNS) into 
its factory at Sochaux against the 
strikers, and this led to the murder of 
two workers, Blanchet and Beylot. 
After ’68, some 400 mercenaries 
were taken on as ‘workers on double 
pay’. The role of these mercenaries 
was to spy and intimidate, and get 
the most militant workers sacked . .  .
“In the large car factories 
(Citreon, Unie, Simca) there is a 
whole network of spies and ‘heavies’ 
to repress the workérs. The fascist 
trade union, the Confederation 
Française de Travail (CFT), which is 
supported in the government by 
people like Charbonnel, Peyrefitte 
(Minister of Industrial and Scientific 
D e v e lo p m e n t , M inister o f  
Administrative Reform, respectively 
— PNS) launched a campaign with 
the slogan: ‘If the CFT was at 
Renault, it would be as quiet as 
Citroen’ | .
Faced with the “organised fascism 
of the bosses”, the leaflet urges the 
establishment of anti-fascist worker 
militia to “spy on, denounce, and 
whenever necessary, carry out 
reprisals against the fascist groups 
and their leaders.” It says: “People 
like Charrel, responsible for acts of 
violence, have to learn the cost of 
attacking workers in struggle.”
— Agence de Presse Liberation.
Dancing
NEW YORK (LNS) -  The Gay 
Activist Alliance has sent a warning 
to the operators of fifty night clubs 
and bars in New York City stating 
that they will take legal action 
against any such places that prohibit 
customers from dancing with 
members of the same sex.
The warning pointed out a recent 
decision by the New York Court of 
Appeals stating, “There is no sound 
reason to distinguish between the 
actions of homosexuals and that of 
heterosexuals in respect to dancing.” 
GAA added that such a ban on 
dancers of the same sex would be a 
violation of the city’s administrative 
code which bars discrimination on 
the basis of sex.
In an effort to challenge the 
discrimination directly, gay activists 
— male and female — have begun 
going to such establishments as 
heterosexual couples, only to switch 
partners on the dance floor. Tossed 
out on a first try at one bar, they 
tried again with more success. Tony 
Mays, manager of the Rainbow Grill, 
took no action when the couples 
switched to dance women with 
women and men with each other.
A spokesperson from GAA said, 
“It’s a funny ■ campaign in a way. 
Most gay people still don’t want to 
go to straight bars, so the 
ghettoisation is encouraged by gays 
as well as straights.” Nevertheless, 
GAA will continue to challenge 
cabarets, public dance halls and 
catering establishments throughout 
the city.
— A Iternative News Service
Speed stunts
Two Baltimore researchers have 
reported that the use of certain 
stimulants to calm hyperactive 
children in schools often leads to 
dramatic height and weight sup­
pression.
Doctor Daniel Safer and psycho­
logist Richard Allen — both of Johns 
Hopkins School of Medicine — said 
that their study of 63 hyperactive 
children in the Baltimore area who 
were being given either dexedrine or 
ritalin showed that the children had a 
25 per cent reduction in their 
expected height gain and a 38 per 
cent reduction in expected weight 
gains.
Both dexedrine and ritalin are 
common stimulants. They are used 
by many elementary schools in 
behavior modification programs to 
calm down hyperactive children. 
Though the drugs have a stimulating 
effect on adults, they seem to have 
the opposite effect on hyperactive 
children.
Dr Safer estimated that approxi­
mately one per cent of all elementary 
school children in the U.S. are taking 
the pills under school programs. 
Safer emphasised in his final report 
that further studies need to be done 
on “The chronic use of drugs’ in 
children to evaluate their effects on 
growth.” : EARTH NEWS.
Slushy?
The U.S. Government has just put 
up some money for a study into the 
value of the work a housewife 
performs. The results won’t be 
known for several months, so Radio 
Canada International this week did 
their own evaluation.
They took the list of jobs 
performed and hours involved for 
housewives’ work from the consumer 
magazine Changing Times. They 
up-dated the pay, using the average 
hourly wage for various jobs in 
Montreal. According to their figures, 
the average housewife spends 100 
hours a week on the job. And if she 
were paid a regular wage for all of 
her tasks, she would receive $203 a 
week.
The Canadian Government station 
went on to point out that their 
computations did not .include 
payment for sexual activity, nor for 
the executive talent necessary for 
one person to juggle around the jobs 
of cook, dietician, nursemaid, 
chauffeur, and so on. If these were 
included in the total, a housewife’s 
labor would be worth $20,000 a 
year: EARTH NEWS.
Distorted
The Thieu Government has 
published a “distorted” version of 
the communique signed a week ago 
and has not given ceasefire orders to 
Saigon troops. That charge was made 
on Wednesday by the Asia News 
Service which received a translation 
of the June 13 Saigon radio 
broadcast announcing that the 
communique had been signed. Asia 
News says that the broadcast gave 
the South Vietnamese people a 
“distorted” version of the joint 
statement.
The broadcast, for example, 
allegedly claimed that the com­
m unique called for North 
Vietnamese infiltrators to withdraw 
to the north. In fact, neither the 
peace agreement nor the com­
munique make any mention of the 
withdrawal of North Vietnamese 
troops. According to Asia News, the 
broadcast also said that the 
communique confirms that there is 
only one government in the south — 
that being the Saigon regime. The 
peace agreement, on the other hand, 
recognises two governments in South 
Vietnam, both Saigon and the 
Communists.
The PRG has called on Saigon to 
widely distribute the communique 
and the ceasefire order: EARTH 
NEWS.
Hum m m ..
Businesses around the country — 
including the U.S. Army — have 
started programming static sound 
into their offices, along with Muzak.
The static — called “white noise” 
— sounds like air coming from a vent 
or the noise made by a waterfall. It’s 
being used to balance the Muzak 
program in various offices around the 
country.
Normally, 15 minutes of the 
bland musical background known as 
Muzak is alternated with silence. This 
system is supposed to keep workers 
going at a maximum pace. But new 
offices are often designed so quietly 
that the silent period becomes 
unbearable — at least for some 
people. So, the Muzak Company has 
developed the “white noise” to fill in 
instead of the silence.
The system is being used by the
International Harvester Co. at their 
office building in Hunt Valley, 
Maryland, and it is being tried out in 
various other parts of the country. 
According to a spokesman for 
Muzak, the white noise system was 
devised by Dr William Workum for 
the U.S. Army, which uses the white 
noise and Muzak to keep Army 
employees working steadily — and 
contentedly: EARTH NEWS.
Brits kill
For the past year, members of the 
Republican movement here have 
been claiming that the British army 
has had a special plainclothes 
assassination unit operating in the 
province. This unit, they’ve claimed 
is made up largely of members pf the 
Special Air Service (SAS), the elite 
British counter-insurgency strike 
force which won its reputation 
fighting communist insurgency in 
Malaya in the late nineteen-fifties., 
The SAS later played a major role in 
the training of the first U.S. Special
Bosses
bemused
by Hall Greenland
In Britain quite a few young pro­
letarians are awake-up to how to get 
the boss to pay them for staying 
home.
This answer to every worker’s 
prayer does not entail being “part 
of the union” as the Strawbs’ rotten 
reformist record would have it. In 
fact something like the very opposite.
Here’s how they do it.
You have to be working in a 
“closed shop” — a place where one 
hundred per cent of the wage plugs 
are in the union. Workers in such 
places will generally put on a blue 
if the boss employs non-unionists. 
These places are common enough. 
In Britain such compulsory unionism 
is illegal but bosses in certain indus­
tries — like engineering and car as­
sembly — go along with it.
Now if a worker in such a “closed 
shop” should accidentally be sus­
pended from the union or resign 
from the union on becoming a 
Jehovah’s Witness, he presents the 
boss with a number of distasteful 
options:
— The boss can keep him on, but 
that will precipitate a. strike with the 
consequent loss of production no 
boss wants in present boom condi­
tions.
— The boss can sack him but that 
will mean the boss is going along with 
compulsory unionism and thereby 
breaking the law. The employee can 
in this case sue for damages and the 
going rate in these cases is around 
£10,000 plus back-pay plus costs. 
This option is made even more un­
palatable to the boss in that it entails 
giving into “the men” .
— Or the boss can iust tell Bill Smith 
for Christ’s sake to stay at home and 
he’ll send his pay home to him 
every Friday.
Forces advisors to go into Vietnam.
Until this month, the British 
Army refused to discuss the activities 
of its plainclothes unit. But in the 
wake of publicity following the 
shooting of a Provisional IRA double 
agent, the army has admitted that it 
operates a “Military Reconnaissance 
Force” (MRF) made up of volunteers 
from various regular units. The MRF 
men are always armed, wear 
plainclothes and patrol Belfast in 
civilian cars and bogus commercial 
vehicles.
One of the most infamous of 
these commercial vehicles was the 
“Four Square Laundry” truck, which 
travelled through the Twinfield area 
of the city last summer, offering 
cut-rate dry-cleaning and laundry 
service.
Before the clothes were cleaned 
they were tested for traces of lead 
and explosives. This led to the 
shooting and detention of a number 
of IRA men. In October of this year 
the “Four Square Laundry” truck 
was ambushed by the Provisional 
IRA and the driver, an MRF soldier, 
was killed.
On the afternoon of June 22, 
1972, three Catholic taxi-drivers 
were standing by their vehicles on 
Shaw’s Road, in the Andersontown 
section of Belfast. A civilian car 
drove by and several bursts of 
machine gun fire were directed at the 
men. All three fell wounded. A man 
lying ill in bed in a nearby house was 
also hit. <
The army claimed that no 
members of the security forces were 
involved in the incident and it was 
assumed to be just another instance 
of sectarian shooting. Later the army 
changed its story and reported that a 
plainclothes mobile patrol had 
“returned fire” after a group of 
armed men had shot at them.
Eight months later, Captain James 
McGregor — until recently the 
commander of the MRF — was 
charged with illegal possession of a 
Thompson submachine gun, a 
favorite IRA weapon. The charges 
against him were dropped when the 
court was informed that McGregor 
had possession of the weapon in 
“authorised circumstances.”
Sgt Clive Williams, also of the 
MRF, was charged with attempted 
murder and illegal possession of a 
Thompson sunmaenme gun. The 
sergeant is now out on bail, awaiting 
trail, and apparently still stationed 
with the MRF, at Theipval barracks, 
Lisburn.
In another incident in 
A ndersontow n, a 44-year-old 
Catholic, a father of six, was killed, 
and four others wounded by machine 
gun fire from a passing car. The 
papers condemned this “senseless 
Chicago-style shooting” and army 
headquarters in Lisburn emphasised 
that the military was not involved in 
any way, logging the incident as a 
sectarian murder.
However, rumors started to spread 
in the community that the car had 
escaped through a military 
checkpoint between Catholic 
Andersontown and the Protestant 
ayea of Finghy. Next the police told 
the wounded survivors that they had 
been shot by plainclothes army men. 
Finally, at the death inquest, the 
army admitted that a plainclothes 
jnobile patrol had “returned fire” 
after being fired upon by an armed 
group of men.
On the afternoon of May 26, 
1972, four Protestant men were 
driving near the Shankill Road, when 
another car cut them off. A man in 
civilian clothes got out, fired a 
Browning automatic pistol at them, 
missed, got back in the car, and 
drove off with his two companions. 
Local people stopped the car and 
beat the three. They found military 
ID on one of them and an army 
pocket radio and three nylon masks 
in the car. Again the army statement 
I claimed these men were defending 
themselves from armed terrorists.
But many people have grown 
skeptical of this “defence.”
Ten days ago, on May 11, a 
Catholic social worker and father of 
four was shot dead on Raglin Street 
in the Lower Falls area of Belfast. 
The next day a man called the local 
papers claiming to be “a member of 
an extremist loyalist group 
responsible for most of last summer’s 
assassinations.” He claimed the 
Raglin Street shooting was in 
retaliation for the death of a UDR 
(Ulster Defence Regiment) soldier 
and threatened to “kill a Roman 
Catholic for every member of the 
security forces murdered by the 
IRA.”
A year ago the people on the Falls 
would have believed his story, but 
now many believe that he is in fact a 
British soldier, a military assassin. A 
member of the Official IRA 
explained it this way:
“The British claim that if they 
leave there will be a bloodbath, a 
sectarian civil war. But in fact a 
sectarian civil war is the only thing 
that can keep them here. So long as 
the Irish working class is divided by 
sectarian fears, British imperialism 
can and will continue to rule. It’s 
with the ending of this division that 
they see their final defeat. So they 
assassinate a few Paddies to keep the 
kettle boiling. Why hot? The British 
never were renowned for the value 
they placed on Irish lives.”
— Liberation News Service, 
Belfast.
NSW ALP continues dance around spoils
\foung pros stir 
the fam ily
by Hall Greenland
The left wing is sticking like shit 
to a blanket to its protest against the 
major decision of last month’s Con­
gress of the NSW ALP.
To recap for those who have not 
followed the story so far (see The 
Digger n o .'18): in NSW the ALP is 
controlled by a collection of polit­
ically conservative godfathers who 
¡draw their strength from various 
families (unions), a huge section of 
whose membership has traditionally 
been Irish Catholics. This is the Irish 
Catholic Mafia. Their opposition is 
called the left wing.
At the Juné congress the fathers 
sprung a major change in the rules 
which would mean in the future 
ALP senate candidates would be elec­
ted in preferential voting by the state 
council made up of 60 per cent 
union delegates and 40 per cent 
branch delegates. With their hand­
picked button men marshalled for the 
job, the change wasrammed through.
The change meant that in future 
the fathers would decide who all the 
ALP senators from NSW would be, as 
they dominate the state council 
through their domination of the 
unions.
With the old selection system, a, 
convention composed almost entirely 
of branch representatives gave the 
left wing a good chance of deciding 
all the senators. Over the last few 
years a drift of tertiary education, 
young radical types into the branches 
has tended to give the left wing a 
majority in the branches.
Surprised by the railroaded 
changes at the Congress, the left 
squealed. After the Congress they 
kept it up, hot and strong. In response 
the consiglioris offered a compro­
mise: the voting for senate candidates 
would be by proportional represen­
tation, which would mean that the 
minority left wing was guaranteed 
one out of every three ALP senators, 
based on present voting strengths.
It was not good enough for the 
bulk of the left wing.
On June 29th the leaders of the 
left wing (the so-called “steering 
committee”) assembled 300 left 
wingers in a Masonic hall in Sydney 
to pass a motion appealing to the 
ALP Federal Executive to intervene 
to restore the old system of selection. 
Senator Lionel Murphy, the Attorney
General, was there along with two 
ASIO thugs, presumably present to 
head off any kamikaze Croatian 1 
bombers.
However the bulk of the 300 were 
that new acquisition to the NSW left 
wing, the young radical branch mem­
bers. They were unmoved by the 
arguments that the state council with 
a majority of members from the 
unions was more representative of 
the ALP’s base of support and there­
by more democratic than an exclu­
sively branch outfit made up of 
types like themselves, who are 
scarcely representative of Labor’s 
supporters.
The radical branchers want their 
policies pushed, and they’re spoiling 
to take on the Irish Catholic dons.
Led by Jeff Shaw (BA LIB Sydney 
University Class of ’65), Joan Evatt 
(BA Sydney University Class of ’69), 
and Rod Cavalier (Sydney University 
Class of ’64) the branchers recently 
routed the junior Irish Catholic mafia 
at the annual conference of Young 
Labor and turned it into a left wing 
ramp. After passing resolutions calling 
for the legalisation of dope, abor­
tions, homosexuality, and recogni­
tion of the Viet Cong, they climaxed 
with a motion calling for the removal 
of Pat Hills, the leader of the NSW 
Parliamentary Labor Party and pillar 
of the Irish Catholic mafia.
If there is a return to the old 
selection process they believe they 
have a chance to get their type of 
candidate up.
The old left wing leaders are now 
going along with these radical 
branchers, using the change in the 
Senate selection procedures to lead 
them into battle. How long this 
alliance lasts is open to question. The 
old left wing leaders have a history of 
having no stomach for fighting the 
Irish Catholic mafia on questions of 
policy.
Such is their yearning for “positive 
party unity” that they collaborated 
with the mafia at the June Congress 
to keep hot issues within the ALP out 
of the Congress. Issues like abortion 
law reform, foreign policy, the Ab­
origine housing project in Redfern — 
and the opposition to that project by 
racists Pat Hills, House of Representa­
tives Speaker Jim Cope, and local 
ALP aldermen.
Knees u p
It seems that the Air Force has 
discovered some correlation between 
women’s skirt lengths and GI morale. 
The WAF — or Air Force Women — 
at California’s Travis Air Force Base 
were granted a special little privilege 
recently — but only if they qualified 
with the proper anatomy.
The GI newspaper there called 
Travisty — reprinted a “policy letter” 
that was circulated around the base 
concerning dress regulations for the 
WAF.
In part, the “policy letter” read 
“Skirt Length: (1) Skirts should 
normally be at the top of the knee or 
hot more than one inch above.” 
However, the letter continued, “If a 
WAF has attractive legs, two inches 
may be acceptable.”
If that item doesn’t reveal 
something about the Air Force’s 
attitude toward women, then 
perhaps a recent Air Force opinion 
poll will prove a little more revealing. 
The poll, taken in May, questioned 
32,000 officers and enlisted men on 
their attitudes toward 15 different 
social issues that are currently in the 
news. The women’s movement 
scored number 15 — least important.
Nostalgia
If you’ve studiously hoarded away 
all your old 45 rpm records over the 
past 20 years, you may already have 
a valuable commodity in your closet. 
Record collectors — who used to buy 
only 78s and looked with contempt 
on the 45s — are now paying some 
incredible prices for those old 45s.
According to a music industry 
circular, collectors in New York City 
are paying up to $500 a piece for 
copies of “Stormy Weather” sung by 
the Five Sharps on the Jubilee label. 
Old Elvis Presley releases on the Sun 
label are drawing around $100 a 
piece, and “Surfin’” by the Beach 
Rovs is worth fifty bucks.
The circular notes that those 
prices are only applicable on the east 
coast, where the nostalgia craze is at 
its height. In fact, to really get into 
the midst of the 1950s madness, 
you’d have to go all the way to 
Europe. /It’s reported that Gene, 
Vincent — an early fifties rocker — 
was the biggest-seUing artist on the 
Capitol label in France in 1972. Also, 
the world headquarters for the 
Everly Brothers fan club is in 
Holland, and England publishes a 
monthly Little Richard magazine.
The Digger accepts news, fea­
tures, artwork or photographs from 
contributors.
Send material with a stamped 
SAE if you want it back, to 
The Digger, VO Box 77, Carlton, 
3053.
The Digger is a member of 
the Underground Press Syndicate 
(UPS).
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ZAPPA
au go go
by Jennifer Lois Brown 
(Who leaves for global walkabout 
at the end o f this month,)
Interviewer: “But do you think any­
one can every really be free?” 
Frank: “Well, if you can’t be free ...
at least you can be cheap. ” 
—  2 2 2 —
At the Melbourne press conf. for 
the Mothers of Invention, a Scotch’n’ 
Coke crowd swill amongst and to the 
band in the American Dream of 
St. Kilda Road’s Distillery disco­
theque... mafiatic golden mean.
“Hey! A picture of Nixon would 
look really neat on the wall here, 
don’t you think?” inserts Frank.
A pressured blonde skates through 
the meet, notebooks arid lists bunched 
dramatically against her boobs, bent 
on the organisation of interviews with 
selected people in allotted time- 
spaces.
Frank, wolf-eyed, has slunched 
his laconic, lanky self (entrenched 
in greenbubble great coat) into a 
wicker chair in an adjoining room. 
He murmurs husky answers to a 
disc jockey’s mike and eyes new­
comers. Omnipresent bodyguard, 
Numbar Nagnew (Sweetness-But- 
Firmness) and the lost fold look on.
A slow coagulation of reporters 
organises into an adjoining room. 
Tossing jibes like a fetid salad, they 
set up their machines, extract their 
notebooks, and wait ... fiddlesome.
Enter Frank, stage left. Enter 
question, in dribs and gushes and 
squirts. Socio-political questions from 
Nation Review. Album/film detail 
questions from Go-Set. Four-letter- 
word-bust questions from Truth. 
Interceptions and interpretations? 
from Digger. More SMUT queries 
from Truth. Frank’s coffee arrives, 
black. He. sips it and sidesteps the 
headlines ... an organic fusebox of 
nerve feedback and pure, freeflow 
current.
“Some people call your lyrics 
sexist. Would you accept that or do 
you see them as just an open por­
trait of your environment?”
“It’s all reportage.” Simple.
Many of Zappa’s answers are cut 
back this sweet and taut; some ex­
pand with data, Mothers’ folklore 
and lurid visual metaphors. He’s one 
of the few rock prototypes around 
who can write a story just by opening 
his mouth and being fraudulent with 
his eyebrows.
He pulls on a Winston cigarette; 
he’s all there.
FRANK S BIO
A man who has seen the glinting 
zip of the Creature From the Black 
Lagoon is a man who has lived.
Frank Zappa is thirty-two years’ 
old, although he seems sixteen just 
as often. He made gunpowder at six, 
at first a lonely interest. He has 
two brothers and a sister.
His mother was a librarian, his 
father a mathematician, ballistics ex­
pert, meteorologist, and author of a 
book on gambling (which he didn’t). 
At eleven, Frank grew a moustache 
which was to predecess the infamous.
He figured out his master-plan 
around ten years ago, and in ’64 
offered a piece understandably titled 
I Was A Teenage Maltshop (co-worked 
with high school cronie Cap’n Beef- 
heart) to CBS television, but they 
didn’t wanna know.
Then came The Soots (pr. Suits),
The Mothers, The Mothers of 
Invention and Hot Rats. The Mothers 
did five albums for Verve (and Verve 
is still rehashing), got ripped for 
royalties, signed with Reprise as The 
Mothers of Invention (through 
necessity, as the company thought 
“The Mothers” was a No-Go), and 
released, with Hot Rats, eleven more 
— all but one on their own Bizarre 
label, distributed through Reprise 
(WEA out here).
Frank still contorts if people ask 
him if he’s a millionaire.
He has made a videotape movie 
called 200 Motels (“We’d stayed in 
approximately 200 motels, touring, 
up to the time the movie was made.
I know, because I collect the keys”) 
and was forced to halt production 
on Uncle Meat a while back, when 
“the backer saw what we already had 
on film and instantly pulled out,” 
although the 16 mm. color film was 
only budgeted at US $30,000 at the 
time. (To take up production again 
will cost more.) The hassling and 
hustling to get 200 Motels into the 
country has already begun, via this 
tour.
Zappa has also written a musical 
for live stage and is planning a sci-fi 
cheapness-with- hideous - undertones 
movie, as well as all scores and 
lyrics of his j/arious groups’ albums.
Dislikes: Frank doesn’t respond 
well to policemen, insulting inter­
viewers, misquotes, water in the ears 
and soft-boiled eggs. (“Hard-boiled 
I could understand.”)
Alternatively: He gets off on the 
sexual, the cheap (cheapness is one 
of Frank’s main pleasures in life it 
would seem; e.g.: the giant genetically 
awry spider with nylon strings which 
only ju st and only occasionally catch 
the gleam of the lighting crew’s 
eerie twilight, as the archaeologist’s 
daughter screams out “Scotty! no! 
Don’t go into the Cave of Danger!”) 
assorted musics, rhythm’n’blues 
singers ’55-’58 (well some) and their 
lyrics, artwork by his cover-designer 
Cal Shenkel, artwork by BRITTINI 
(celebrated Holiday Inn artist), A fter  
The Gold Rush by Neil Young, hoops, 
the lewdicrous, and all things “hot” 
and “classical” .
He doesn’t like holidays, and is 
not a vegetarian. Zappa is his real 
name (Vincent is his second) and he 
is Saggitarius cusp Capricorn.
He has the next two Mothers’ 
albums (Overnight Sensation and a 
live Down Under set) under pro­
duction, as well as a solo.
Married twice (“I like being 
married”), Zappa is now congenially 
wed to Gail; they live in the Los 
Angeles countryside with a dog, some 
cats and their two children Moon 
Unit (F, 5) and Dweezil (M, 3).
Frank is also very interested in 
chemistry, which shows in his music, 
and almost became a scientist. He 
doesn’t accept that neutrons, protons 
and electrons'are the crux of the 
matter.
VIEW FROM ROW F
How many reactions can one band 
extort from a crowd? Playing Mel­
bourne, Thursday June 28 (yes, it was 
there), The Mothers did their thing 
while people cried and got nomy 
and giggled themselves nauseous and 
slept. They played to those on the
Philip Morris
Ralph Humphrey
Ruth Underwood, percussionist
edge of their seats, and those under - 
neath them. A few left, a majority 
held out. stomping, for the encore.
The Mothers played Zappa’s music, 
hot stuff that burst forth from the 
rent flies of classification with a 
Late Late Show roar and rolled its 
timpani at you. NOW music, ariz 
from the coffin, metamorphosed 
anew each time it takes the stage...
On the deep left, Ruth Under - 
wood, of the vibrant stick-wield, 
darting like a nubile baby red-fin 
shark in her playpen of instruments; 
marimba, kettle-drum, bass drum, 
small drums, vibes, spunk beyond 
comprehension.
Way up front, Sal “Studs” 
Marquez, a-hangin’ on his trumpet, 
a-swingin’ and a-groovin’;. then Bruce 
Fowler, the group’s trombonist, 
looking strikingly normal and think-
A fte r G rand  
W izo o - 
w here to?
by Alan Watson
At Festival Hall on Thursday June 
28, the Melbourne audience gave 
Frank Zappa a restrained reception. 
Considering it was an almost full 
house, it would seem that the 
crowd’s expectations^ were not met 
by the group. Maybe Zappa freaks 
are cooler than the audience that 
gave both Muddy Waters and the 
Stones a rapturous response, but at 
no time did* Frank or the group 
generate a great enthusiasm. The 
crowd remained stolid.
Maybe much of this can be 
explained by the conservative nature 
of many Melbournites. Living in 
isolation from the mainstream of 
creative American music, whether it 
be rock, jazz, or blues, Melbournites 
tends to know what he likes, and 
likes what lie knows’ Music for them 
is a vicarious interest, based on the 
half dozen or so albums they may 
have of any particular group. They 
base their ideas and perceptions 
about a musician on perhaps six
recorded hours of his creative 
output. This results in conservatism, 
a reverence for what has been done 
in the past, and very often an 
inability to cope with any stylistic 
changes the artist may wish to 
innovate. Although none of the 
ideological circumstances surround­
ing the initial reception of Dylan’s 
move from folk to rock in the mid 
sixties are applicable here, there 
could be some analogies drawn.
Melbournites do not go to the 
unfortunately infrequent concerts to 
witness an act of creation, but to 
experience an affirmation. They do 
not go so much to hear Zappa at 
Festival Hall, but in the hope of 
experiencing, in a more intimate 
context, what they already know — 
say Zappa at Fillmore., If this 
affirmation is not gained, Mel­
bournites are bemused, buggered and 
bewildered. They feel cheated, let 
down, even deceived, like the first 
audiences to hear Dylan with a rock 
group.
So when Zappa presented a
programme of mainly new work, and 
significantly one that showed that he 
is concerned in extending the musical 
forms he is working with far past the 
parody rock with which he 
established his reputation in the late 
sixties, the Melbournites gave him a 
lukewarm reception. They wanted 
the good old oldies: So he gave it to 
them the following night. When 
offered an extended medley of 
numbers from his well-known albums, 
they gave a much more favorable 
reaction. He even did the mudshark 
routine from the Fillmore album, 
an innocuous piece of jive at the 
best, but the crowd loved it. What 
they wanted was a recap on albums 
like Chunga's Revenge, H ot Rats, or 
Fillmore. But on Thursday they were 
not ready for a post Grand Wazoo 
performance.
Which is what they got. Now in 
these days, when we are laden with 
the blessing/curse of high amplifica­
tion, it can be difficult to discern a 
powerful group from one which is 
merely overamplified. But Thursday 
night’s performance displayed that 
Zappa himself has attained new 
heights in overall conception, and his 
group are .incredibly powerful in 
their execution.
Zappa has now extended much 
further the eclecticism that marked 
his finest rock works. By using 
musicians from a jazz background he 
has attempted to widen the 
expressive range of his basically 
rock-oriented music. George Duke 
(keyboards) served a crucial part of 
his musical apprenticeship with
Cannonball Adderley. Jean-Luc 
Ponty gravitates between avant-garde 
jazz and post-rock music with 
astounding ingenuity. Sal Marquez 
(trumpet) seems to combine some of 
the melodic grace of Freddy 
Hubbard with the drive and intensity 
of the late Clifford Brown. Bruce, 
Fowler (trombone), despite a cold 
that must have affected his playing, 
displayed one of the most pheno­
menal techniques on this instrument 
I’ve ever heard. At its basis maybe 
there is the influence of the rapid- 
fire, attacking style of J. J. Johnson, 
but his high register work (devas­
tating) seems to be entirely his own 
thing.
The venue, acoustically dreadful, 
seriously affected the sound balance. 
George Duke was often inaudible 
during ensemble work, and either the 
sound system or the hall robbed Sal 
Marquez’s trumpet work of some of 
its virile strength. But despite this, 
which must have pissed the group off 
more than somewhat, (not to 
mention the cold) the group turned 
in a magnificent performance.
The outstanding musician of the 
night was undoubtedly Ponty. His 
slashingly passionate electric violin 
work has two characteristics that 
have always defined the great from 
the merely talented soloists — he can 
maintain emotional intensity without 
losing structural cohesiveness. Zappa, 
as a soloist, did not achieve this 
stature, and seemingly must always 
gain either one of these qualities at 
the expense of the other. It would be 
unfair to judge George Duke, due to
the limitations of the venue. But his 
solo work showed a rare fluency. 
Potentially he would seem to be in 
the class of Les McCann on electric 
keyboards. A man to watch in the 
future.
Ian Underwood favored electric 
flute rather than saxophone, which 
was a disappointment. A big-toned 
sax sound would have fitted into the 
overall group sound more effectively. 
The rhythm section was excellent — 
one of those unobtrusive machines 
that keep on generating and 
responding to what’s going on in the 
front line, with Ruth Underwood’s 
timpani giving it an added lift, with a 
sparse, evocative technique.
Overall Zappa has considerably 
extended the breadth of his musical 
statement. At the moment he seems 
to be aiming at integrating elements 
of jazz and rock. Can he retain the 
form of rock and integrate the 
individualistic tendencies of jazz? 
Seen against the very free electronic 
approach of the jazz-derived music of 
Miles Davis,, Weather Report and 
Herbie Hancock, Zappa’s obsession 
with highly structured forms is 
becoming an anachronism. Can 
Zappa like Ellington keep on 
providing a textural and structural 
form that will serve his soloists? Or 
will they transcend him? At this 
moment his eclectic brilliance in 
arranging is the overall sustaining 
power of the group. But it is hard to 
imagine how the imaginative 
musicians he now directs will always 
be satisfied with the restrictions 
imposed by one man’s ideas.
x..p auout deviate, sex and/or advanced 
topology, while the flu-eyed, seal- 
moed, rainbow beanie-topped Ian 
Underwood creams it out with a 
tenor sax solo filling in “Cosmic 
Debris.”
To his back and left, you can just 
viz the busy top of Ralph Hum­
phrey’s head, quaintly emergent from 
his grand canyon of drums and 
cymbals; a clutch of microphones 
poised like metal rattlesnakes. 
Nevertheless, you can hear him 
spanking and showering that shit out. 
Likewise bassist Tom Fowler, Bruce’s 
brother, whose head is fully visible, 
involved in an orbital and con­
summately sexual motion; and who, 
with indecently funky George Duke 
-1- currently on Hammond organ — 
is giving, yes, that kiss of life to 
blues funk. Waka Ja.
Up front, Jean-Luc (“Prostitutes 
...Paris...Ponty!”) with magic bow 
in hand, quivers; and Zappa cruises 
through chordal rhythm with quiet 
care ... six feet tall (“Do you have 
feet opt here?”) and definitely 
bandito with his redcheck ranch shirt 
hangin’ down his bum and his mous­
tache waiting to head the micro­
phone off at the pass,
“Who you jivin’ with that cosmic
debris!
(Is that a real poncho,
or is that a Sears' poncho?)”
HANDS UP ALL OF YOU
At the heels of concert one in 
Melbourne came the yapping Vice 
Squad.
Slinking backstage, maybe hoping 
to free some of the entourage with 
an impromptu dope-bust, they merely 
left the scene with a few warning 
snarls and empty jaws.
It was an audible “motherfucker” 
which conveniently loosed their 
leash; though deep suspicions were 
held as to how come the VS were at 
a goddam rock concert in the first 
place. And funny how Truth got 
hold of the story so fast.
“Yer not in America now, boy” 
added a besuited VS heavy to 
Numbar, who just" happens to be 
black. Ooo-woo.
Zappa freaked (he doesn’t use 
dope, but is human), switched rooms, 
reregistered under the name of 
Steven Teech (pr. as in Yeech), and 
grabbed a no-elbow-room dinner at
the Distillery a go go, well-fancied 
by autograph hunters and DJ’s. The 
next night everyone felt better and 
the concert jumped like the vaginal 
muscles of a bitch in heat, subtly 
operated by a network of nylon 
stringlets.
Moving on along through Duke’s 
have-a-ball intro to “Dupree’s Para­
dise” and the satire/celebration of 
getting-back-to-nature, old cowdy 
stuff “Montana” (“a song about 
Dental Floss”), the band eventually 
wriggled into an improvisation on 
the “mudshark” theme (upon noisy 
and numerous request), featuring a 
demo Mudshark Dancing Lesson with 
a more self-sacrificial member of 
the audience (F), the band and the 
front row, then slithering into the 
new instrumental “Father Oblivion”.
Auditioning Ausvocalist Barry 
Leef, fresh from Bakery, stepped 
onstage at Zappa’s request to blast 
the crowd with a high-voltage ren­
dition of “Road Ladies” (plus), 
which shook with confidence and 
energy.
“I just wanted to see what he’d 
do,” said Frank. “He did awreet.”
This time no Vice Squad, more 
groupies. A rose and a note for 
Zappa from the audience, Merry 
promoters in the dressing room, goo- 
goo-eyed girls out the stage door.
Oh v the neon night and the 
twenty-four-hour room service! Oh 
the gypsy mutant melody of Frank’s 
guitar through his numbered door.... 
keeping to himself! May it not be 
more than $10 a card game! May 
our souls and our percentages be 
saved for the taxman! Oh spirit o f  
BRITTINI, watch over your am­
bassadors!'
YES, BUT IS IT HOT?
Sunday night, the only vocals 
were on “Montana”, “Cosmic Debris” 
and “Inca Roads*’ (by Studs 
Marquez a la smoggy ten-table 
cabaret); but compensatorily there 
were “Big Swifty” , “Dog Breath, 
In The Year Of The Plague” , “Father 
Oblivion” , “Dupree’s Paradise” and 
“Uncle Meat” (proper); with “Son 
of Mr. Green Genes”/“Chunga’s 
Revenge”/“King Kong” en encore — 
instrumentals galore.
Overall, perhaps the playing lacked 
some of the spontaneity and bite of 
the first two shows, and Ruth missed 
her oxygen-flash solo of the night 
before, but much which was good 
occurred.
Bruce wheedled some outrageous 
things from his trombone (“It’s a 
whole new instrument, when he plays 
it” says Frank); Jean-Luc consistently 
won (aqd rightly so) 1’amour and 
kisses from the crowd, and Frank’s 
guitar playing reached new heights 
of electro-magnetic spume.
It welled, it writhed, it schlepped; 
it was whimsical and volcanic in 
cross-circuiting passages — often 
seeming tp work diametrically oppo­
site the melodic/rhythmic support 
of the backing instruments. In 
“Cosmic Debris” , Zappa slung in way 
down low, bit and razzled up through 
a turgid, lavic plateau, came all over 
the place, and licked it up with a 
true-com fourteen-note exit before 
smoothie-ing into verse two.
Frank; Zappa, guitarist and every­
thing else, is still developing at a 
truly heady rate. Keep your ears 
open.
KNIRPS FOR DAMPNESS
If there just happened to be more 
space, one could elucidate on Tina 
Turner and The Ikettes doing back­
up vocals on the coming Mothers’ 
and Zappa LPs(“But I hate poodles!” ) 
and Karl the inflatable penguin, a 
street-purchase who let the Hoop of 
Fire go out, and all the jokes (private) 
on the LP covers, and the night 
road manager Marty got locked out 
in the nude with the backfiring 
extinguisher, and Don Preston’s 
famous Monster act for Public Places, 
and the story of Uncle Meat, but as 
it stands there can only be Frank’s 
favorite nitwit graffiti.
It was writ in the pissoir of some 
obscure truckstop in the US of A, 
and it goes like this:
In ink...“SAVE OUR FORESTS”. 
Below, pencilled; “don’t fuck too 
hot or gals in em might catch em 
on fire.”
MLTMJ
FILMMAKERS CINEMA 
ST. f*ETEPS LANE 
DAPLINGHURST 
31.3237
“Crawl over five miles of dirty heroin 
syringes to see it” — Nation Review.
“Australia’s first feature — in inter­
national class” — Rolling Stone.
“A towering achievement” — Lumiere.
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Universities are the only places to go to learn to be a doctor. 
Medical students, buried in laboratories or in libraries swotting, 
and distinguished from the mass of students by their neat 
appearance, have traditionally been known, along with engineers, 
as Hie most conservative faculty on campus.
Rumblings are now stirring most medical schools in Australia as 
students object to the irrelevance of their courses and the way 
they are forced into isolation, bound to their copies of Gray’s 
Anatomy.
Medical students are getting fidgety about the situation within 
their faculties, and are becoming involved in campaigns like 
abortion law repeal and in action with other health workers.
As Labor talks of nationalising medicine, the doctors’ 
professional societies, the Australian Medical Association and the 
General Practitioners’ Society, issue streams of expensive press 
releases and publicity, warning of the imminent downfall of what 
they call our present democratic health system. Do they see their 
new Bentleys receding into the distance? Their concerns are more 
with the welfare of doctors than with the kind of health care the 
community needs.
Helen Garner and Ponch Hawkes talk with a group of medical 
undergraduates from Monash University Faculty of Medicine, and 
one post-graduate student: Tony, a graduate of five years, Morry 
and Jim, in fifth year, and Sally, Vance, Ivan and David, all in 
third year. Their political allegiances varied considerably. Their 
frustration and anger might have made it a depressing discussion; 
instead, they were lively, funny talkers, ironic rather than bitter, 
and ultimately optimistic.
Digger asked them, to get them 
going: What do you think is wrong 
with medicine?
Tony: The selection of students and 
the training process they go through 
is based on 19th century ideas of 
medicine. A doctor is an entrepren­
eur with an interest in getting the 
money rather than delivering care. 
It’s often just an accident that care is 
given.
Doctors are- disproportionately 
male, non-migrant, non-aboriginal, 
non-state school, non-country. 
Therefore, because of this selection 
process, a medical student is likely to 
be interested in a middle class 
practice, in a middle class area. Thus 
the people who need care most — in 
country and inner-suburban areas, 
and people in minority groups — 
don’t get it.
Ivan: Approximately 64% of stud­
ents come from public schools, and 
the next 18% from the central city 
prestige high schools — Uni High, 
Melbourne High, Macrobertson Girls 
High.
Sally: The selection process is 
becoming more and more elitist. And 
because of the increasing pressure on 
you to keep up, you haven’t got time 
to live. By the end of the course you 
get to be pretty unfeeling unless you 
are very careful.
Tony: The process of a medical 
course is designed to make you into a 
stereotype. There is enormous press­
ure on you to memorise a great body 
of knowledge, but there’s no time to 
expose you to the stimuli that might 
make you into a compassionate 
doctor.
David: It’s a graph of ultimate work 
equals ultimate success.
Tony: Doctors are the most prestig­
ious group in our society.
Vance: And doctors themselves use 
the prestige argument against a 
national health scheme: it’s all right 
for me, I’m already established, but 
you young men won’t be able to do 
what I did when I was young.
Digger: Medical students have always 
been notoriously politically conser­
vative: why this upsurge of activism 
now?
Morry: The student revolution has 
taken five years to reach medicine. 
The sixties have just hit. I think 
radicalisation comes as a result of the 
pressure you’re going through.
David: One reason for the old 
conservatism is that the immense 
Work load you take on turns you
into a stereotype. If you follow your 
peer group, the pressure this puts on 
you, you’ve got very little time for 
outside activity.
Ivan: Yeah . . .  and in hospitals 
there’s continual assessment.
Tony: In hospitals, every person who 
comes in contact with you is asked 
to make an assessment. You are very 
aware that hospitals are repressive 
institutions, designed for the conven­
ience of doctors and nurses. The 
honoraries are the elite of the elite. 
It’s a noticing of the way you dress, 
comb your hair, if you’ve got a 
beard, if you’re there or not. You 
have to be obsequious enough to the 
honoraries, and surly enough to the 
nurses.
David: Of course, continual assess­
ment in itself is a much better system 
than being hit with exams at 
intervals . .  . but like a patient, 
you’re treated like an object. It’s 
judgment, not assessment.
Ivan: Continual assessment would 
only be a good idea if the student- 
teacher relationship were better than 
it is now. If the students think 
they’re bastards, it doesn’t matter 
how Close . they are.
Sally: For example — a group of 
students became angry at the way 
the honoraries talk about patients in 
a most intimate way in front of 
them, as if they weren’t there. The 
students wanted to establish the right 
of a patient not to be treated like an 
object. But it took an enormous 
amount of courage for them to 
object, simply because they were so 
scared of the honoraries.
Jim: Patients are the last things 
talked about when people are 
considering medical education. The 
whole design of the course is aimed 
at memorising facts rather than 
seeing how they work. In the clinical 
years, there is one ten-week period of 
residency when you get involved 
with patients. The other two clinical 
years you spend looking at patients 
in the zoo, or ward rounds. You look 
only at a particular part of a patient. 
The patient is seen as a diseased 
organ, and it’s not relevant that a 
person is attached. Have a look at 
that kidney in bed six, they say.
Tony: You spend three years in 
university. The first year is pure 
science, the second and third are ana­
tomy, physiology, biochemistry. You 
have to work extremely/hard. The 
other three years are called clinical 
¡years. You see patients as abnormal
physiology or anatomy. Again there 
is an enormous amount of knowledge 
to acquire, and you have to acquire it 
in an institution — the hospital. What 
a way to get socialised into medicine! 
Hospitals are institutions. There’s a 
chronic lack of money. The staff are 
overworked, the routine is built 
round the sisters’ and doctors’ 
activity instead of patients. The pans 
go round at six a.m. They want you 
to deliver the goods — on a freezing 
cold pan at six o’clock on a frosty 
morning, you are expected to relax 
your sphincter. Doctors and people 
who run hospitals see patients as 
objects, things they have to see only 
because they are diseased. They tend 
to look at a person as a liver, to see 
disease as a physiological fact not in 
a social or psychological context. 
Sally: Like the “housewife syn­
drome” — they prescribe valium, but 
it’s the result or the symptom of a 
whole social situation.
Vance: The nurses say “the mitral 
valve in bed two” — often they can’t 
remember the person’s name.
Tony: Doctors viciously maintain 
their privileged position over other 
health workers. The person who 
empties the trashcan should be as 
important as the doctor — in China 
this is actual fact. It should be 
possible to take into account what 
everyone knows about the patient — 
to add up this sum of knowledge and 
use i t . . . but in Australian hospitals 
even the nurses feel their opinion is
not valued — mostly not even asked 
for.
Vance: The doctor makes one visit a 
day, and that’s all you know.
1 Tony: In China when there’s a 
special problem, people taking part 
in the conference include the kitcheij 
staff. They have phenomenal success 
with burns — with people who’d be 
regarded as dead in Australia. With 
burns cases there’s a terrific loss of 
protein, because of serum loss. Mass 
protein intake is necessary, *but 
sometimes the patient feels lousy, 
doesn’t feel like eating. So the chef 
talks to the patient who’s in this con­
dition, and they work out some way 
of getting the protein into him. The 
humblest person is consulted. People 
with no training still have the power 
of imaginative thought. There’s a 
body of commonsense that can be 
consulted. And yet doctors pour 
scorn on patients who make common- 
sense remarks about their own con­
dition.
Tony: Medical language is a screen 
between doctor and patient. A shoul­
der blade to a doctor is a scapula. 
Their gobbledygook emphasises the 
ignorance of the patient, and in­
creases the patient’s anxiety.
Jim: It’s seen as a mark of personal 
weakness to have any feeling for 
the patient.
Tony: This is implied; but your role 
is reinforced by the patient’s sub­
mission to bizarre and uncomfortable 
experiences...like the trauma of a
first rectal examination.
* * *
Digger described awkward, expen­
sive and finally fruitless encounters 
with doctors who were too em­
barrassed or inept to perform an 
efficient gynaecological examination. 
Jim: You’re lucky if you get a good 
gynaecologist to show you how it’s 
done. And when you’re learning, 
often the patient has no time to 
prepare hérself for the examination. 
Tony: Yeah — they get six women 
lined up in cubicles with their bums 
hanging over tables, and those 
women just have to wait.
David: With something like a vaginal 
examination, if you don’t understand 
your own feeling of squeamishness, 
what chance have you got of 
understanding what the patient is 
feeling? We’re not being taught 
adequately how to deal with the 
problems we have to face.
Vance: Whether or not you meet a 
problem is purely hit or miss.
Morry: For example, if you’re at the 
Alfred Hospital, they have a lot of 
car accidents — and that’s just about 
all you see, if you’re an intern.
David: You’re not learning to cope 
with new situations.
Tony: A hospital is no place for 
teaching students about health. A 
hospital is disease-oriented, crisis- 
oriented.
David: It’s certainly not health- 
oriented, or patient-oriented. We’re 
not dealing with the health of 
people.
Ivan: There’s an incredible emphasis 
on disease — the pharmaceutical and 
computer industries, the headlines, 
are all screaming about heart 
transplants, while down the road 
there are enormous social health 
problems.
Tony: You get this disproportionate 
stress on unusual or bizarre cases. I 
remember once someone came 
running into the ward where I was 
working, calling me to come and see 
this particular rare disease — only 
two cases of it have ever been found 
in Australia. “You’ll never see this 
again!” shouted the guy. Well, if 
that’s true, why bother?
David: So much money is spent on 
cancer research . . . but there are still 
aboriginal kids with scabies.
Tony: And take heart disease — 
enormous amounts of money are 
spent on huge units in hospitals, but 
by the time a patient gets to the 
stage of needing these units, there’s 
nothing much you can do. The 
money should be spend on education 
to prevent heart disease — not on 
patching it up when it’s too late. 
David: Prevention means having to 
deal with people not just diseases. It 
Would change the whole emphasis of 
health care.
Jim: “Patient” is a word we use to 
oppress the people we treat. If we 
didn’t use that, we’d have to treat 
them as equals.
Vance (grabbing the Shorter Oxford 
and looking up “patient”): “Bearing 
or' enduring (evil of any kind) with 
composure.” It’s a thoroughly elitist 
system. In China, that elitism is 
challenged. In a factory a worker is 
elected then undergoes medical 
training in primary care.
Tony: Medical students should get 
out of hospitals and into the streets. 
Into people’s homes. And students 
should be drawn from the people, 
not from a privileged elite. Medical 
care isn’t a privilege — people should 
be able to expect excellent health, 
and to be treated as equals.
David: Do you take the view that, 
because our whole social system is 
like this — alienating, depersonalis­
ing, making people into objects — 
you can’t change anything in one 
small area, like medicine? Or do you 
try and restructure the whole 
society?
Ivan: It’s necessary to overthrow the 
whole system.
Digger: Why do you want to become 
a doctor?
Vance goes to answer but Jim 
interrupts: The choice is not really 
his. We are socialised to think 
medicine is prestigious, something 
worth doing.
Tony: You stick with your school 
peer group and you end up doing 
medicine*
Vance: This may sound corny . . .  I 
like science — I like people. In 
medicine you can deal with them 
both at the same time.
Jim: The tragedy is — he’s done three 
years and hasn’t seen any people! 
Sally: Medicine is the best stepping- 
stone for research. It’s not necessary 
to practise as a doctor.
Ivan: A lot of us stumbled into 
medicine. There’s nothing else really. 
Research and science looked a dead 
end. What choice have you got? 
There are a lot of mixed factors.
Jim: There’s an immense pressure on 
students towards specialisation. In 
first year you’re already being asked 
what you want to specialise in. And 
the logical development of this is: 
the specialist is safe. His job is the 
ultimate stage of the fee-for-service 
thing. He doesn’t have to be involved 
with the totality of the patient. But 
to become a GP is challenging.
Tony: Well — you decide to do 
medicine. Then what happens? A 
doctor in training is taken out of the 
community, put in a university, told 
“Stay home and swot”. And it’s just 
as ludicrous to socialise a doctor into 
medicine by shoving him into a 
hospital.
Jim: None of the knowledge the 
students has to absorb is referred 
back to the patient. You have no 
way of telling what will be useful 
later.
Sally: In first year you’re totally 
alienated, floating somewhere be­
tween science and medicine, you’ve 
got no faculty of your own. By 
second year there’s some direction 
. . . b u t  you’re worried, squeamish, 
terrified of your first confrontation 
with people.
Jim: The course doesn’t equip a GP 
to handle his patients’ emotional, 
psychological and sexual problems.
Digger remembered the image of 
the hard-drinking, hard-fucking, sex­
ually knowing medical student 
stereotype of the sixties, the fellow 
who always knew where to get an 
abortion.
Sally: There was a survey recently 
that showed a majority of fourth 
year medical students thought with­
drawal was a good method of 
contraception!
Someone pointed out that this 
situation — knowledgable on abor­
tion but on contraception a little 
foggier — was an image of the overall 
attitude of the medical profession 
that these students were deploring: 
plenty of money and thought for a 
crisis, not nearly enough for preven­
tion.
* * *
Digger asked Sally if women in 
medical courses were treated differ­
ently from men.
Sally: I guess we’re treated paternally 
in the oral. And tutors (recently 
graduated doctors) make overt sexual 
comments . . .  it’s not important. But 
any approach a wornan student 
makes to a tutor is seen by .him as 
sexual. One of them talks in 
double-entendres, and tries to make 
the women students blush.
Digger: Do the women object?
Sally: No — we just avoid him.
Morry: Women have to act so much 
tougher in a male-dominated world. 
Jim: I’ve seen women tutors be very 
hard on girls. I’ve seen them put 
them on the spot. Perhaps this is to 
make them hard.
Morry: Surgeons, say, we’ll ask the 
ladies what they think.
Jim: Especially about things like 
hernias.
Sally: Some students even say that a ’ 
woman is just not equipped emotion­
ally to be a sqrgeon. There are a few 
exceptions. Carl Wood (a Monash 
professor) actually approached 
Women’s Liberation to ask them 
what they thought of his course.
Tony: One of the problems about 
disease is that there is a limit to what 
doctors can do. We are dealing with 
many factors, when we’re dealing 
with a human being. Medical science 
is limited in its ability to cure very 
common diseases. People are used to 
controlling their environment — 
heaters, lights — but if your heart is 
bombed out there is nothing you can 
do. Patients expect to be cured. And 
doctors get pissed off, too, if patients 
don’t get well.
Vance: But it would be different if 
people were taught to take care of
their bodies.
Sally : Doctors should make more use 
of the community services that exist
— like for an unwanted pregnancy 
they could refer the woman to the 
Council for the Single Mother and 
her Child. With the “housewife 
syndrome”, instead of prescribing 
valium, they should tell the patient 
how to contact women’s liberation. 
Ivan: You’ve got to go back to 
society, and get away from this idea 
of the doctor as god. r
Digger: Do doctors dig being
god-like?
Vance: Do people like having their 
ego flattered?
David: Take the Prahran Medical 
Centre. The local GPs got pissed off 
because they’re afraid of losing 
custom.
Tony: The same thing happened with 
the Trade Union Clinic (in Foots- 
cray, one of Melbourne’s western 
industrial suburbs). There had to be 
an agreement with local GPs that the 
clinic wouldn’t make home visits,' 
and would only treat industrial 
accidents.
Digger: GPs and doctors we know are 
always complaining that they’re 
overworked. Yet you say they resent 
losing custom?
David: All doctors work hard. They 
also extract enormous sums for their 
service. It’s not just custom they’re 
afraid of losing. They don’t want to 
lose prestige, which is the threat they 
see in the establishment of communi­
ty health services that put less 
emphasis on doctors and more on 
other health workers.
Tony: Most doctors are overworked. 
There aren’t enough GPs. It’s a 
vicious circle. The academic standard 
for entry into medicine is rising; the 
people who enter are more of an elite 
(in both background and aspiration)
— they’re interested in academic 
success, and aren’t likely to be 
satisfied with general practice. They 
undergo the process: they see the 
hierarchy, from honoraries down, 
and this perception drives them away 
from general practice.
Someone told a story of an 
exhausted, overworked resident who 
said, “When it all gets too much for 
me, I go down to the honoraries’ 
carpark and stand there for a while, 
looking at the Bentleys. Then I go 
back and start again.”
David: GPs are just as much made 
into objects as everyone else in the 
situation. At worst they’re working 
only for the sake of their families — 
totally alienated. So to combat this 
sense of alienation they try to make 
as much money as they can.
Ivan: The median income of a GP is 
about $23,000. Of course, GPs have 
the biggest overheads.
David: 60 to 70 percent of patients 
come to a GP with emotional or 
psychosocial problems. A GP should 
be able to understand people’s daily 
problems.
Vance: Instead of which, some GPs 
make you feel stupid for having gone 
in there with your problem in the 
first place.
* * *
Ivan: If you come up against any 
problems in your course, not about 
the work but about the way you’re 
coping with the whole thing, there’s 
really no-one you can take them to. 
And if you ask about deferring for a 
year, giving what appear to you to be 
perfectly rational reasons, they nod 
and say, “Oh yes, an identity crisis”. 
Vance: Yeah — they ask you in 
effect, “Are you normal in wanting 
to defer? If you’re mentally 
balanced, you should want to go 
on.’*
Digger: Why do you go on?
Sally: There’s a need for people like 
us in medicine.
Tony: If I’d seen patients in 
pre-clinical years, I’d have under­
stood what it’s all for.
APPLE TO THE CORE: The Un­
making of the Beatles — $1.25.
LENNON REMEMBERS -  $1.25. 
TARANTU LA: Bob Dylan -  $1.25.
THE BOOK OF GRASS: An An­
thology of Indian Hemp — $1.55.
GETTING BUSTED: Personal ex­
periences of arrest, trial and prison 
-  $1.70.
THE GREAT YOGI M ILAREPA -  
$2.75.
Mail orders shipped anywhere — 
just add 20c ̂ postage.
4 HOTHLYN HOUSE 
ARCADE,
MANCHESTER LANE, 
MELBOURNE.
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N ationa lise  m ed ic ine?  O ver y o u r  dead  b o d y
GPs pledge 
to save society
by Ponch Hawkes
The world is now watching and 
waiting to. see if Australian doctors 
can literally lead its peoples back 
to sanity and security.
— The Australian GP, June 1973
p. 17.
There are about 15,000 doctors 
in Australia. Two thousand of these 
belong to the General Practitioners 
Society of Australia. The GPSA, 
formed in 1968, was shat off with 
the disparity of fees as the AMA 
promoted the specialist to the neglect 
of the general family doctor. GPSA 
spokesperson Dr. Mervyn Jacobson 
says the Society is specifically con­
cerned with “medical politics and 
the rights of patients and GPs to 
enjoy private health care with a 
minimum of governmental inter­
ference.”
The GPSA has hit the headlines 
recently with its vigorous campaign 
against the Deeble Report -  what 
they see as the beginning of the 
introduction of nationalised medi­
cine.
The July issue of their journal, 
The Australian GP, included a free 
rear-window car sticker that read, 
“Warning -  Nationalised Medicine 
is a Health Hazard” . It also carries 
an advertisement for sticker-stamps 
for letters bearing the same message, 
$2 for 1,000. The Postal Workers’ 
Union has refused to handle mail 
bearing the stickers. Another freebie 
was a wall sign which said “ In 
view of the proposals of the Labor 
Government on Health Insurance we
scheme was never widely publicised. 
Most people who qualify for it don’t 
know about it.
To overcome this the government 
intends to make universal health 
insurance compulsory. And the 
doctors are freaking out.
The GP Society News no. 1 con­
tains an article entitled “The Mean­
ing of Socialism” . By way of intro­
duction is the following — “The 
contents of “Society News” are 
secret and confidential to members 
of the Society only. Please note 
the political success of the Society 
could be destroyed by “ leakage” of 
information confidential to mem­
bers.”
Beginning — Dear Patient and 
Friend, this article claims “ The 
control of our country has fallen 
into the hands of socialists because 
many who voted for the Labor 
Party were unaware of the true 
nature of socialism.” It continues 
“ If you care about your own per­
sonal liberty and wish to live in a 
slave state — that is your choice but I 
believe that most people given the 
true facts would not throw away 
their personal liberty.” It is signed 
“Your Sincere General Practitioner.”
Alarmed at this sort of article, 
24 students representing each of the 
six years of the Monash Medical 
School have sent a letter to Panacea, 
the journal of the Australian Medical 
Students’ Associations, pointing out 
the increasing influence of extremist 
right-wing attitudes in the literature 
of the GPSA.
must request payment at the time 
of service, unless otherwise personally 
arranged with the doctor.”
The situation of the GP has 
changed rapidly in the last 15 years. 
The medical free enterprise system 
broke down because people just could 
not afford the rising costs of medical 
care.
Voluntary insurance schemes like 
HBA provided some protection 
against the high cost of health. But, 
premiums were so expensive that 
the government began to have a 
financial interest, as they subsidised 
these schemes. Money is rebated 
to the patient, some by the fund, 
the rest by the government.
These voluntary schemes fell down 
because people in lower-income 
brackets who need health care 
cannot afford to fork out the several 
dollars per week needed to insure a 
family. Pensioners can visit a doctor 
or be visited at home, but for any 
other treatment must join the queue 
at outpatients. Poorer people are 
actually paying more under the vol­
untary health insurance scheme than 
the rich, who will get back more in 
tax rebates due to the income- 
graduated scales of taxation.
To counter deficiencies in this 
scheme the subsidised Health Scheme 
was established — it allows cheaper 
care for people on the dole, or who 
earn less than $52 per week. This
The GPs state in their journal 
that they are independent and auto­
nomous, that they owe allegiance to 
no political party. Their paper, 
however, carries an article by Gary 
Allen of the John Birch Society.
The journal is peppered with 
statements about individual free spirit 
and the rights of the individual, 
and rails against bureaucracy, social­
ism and communism. One letter to 
the editor proudly announces that 
every member of the Society nomin­
ated for election to the Committee 
of the 6th Annual Conference stood 
and announced that he was opposed 
to “ socialism and central control of 
the profession.”
The spectre of more government 
interest and inspection of fees and 
health care generally has sent GPs 
flocking to join the GPSA. At $50 
a throw more than a hundred are 
joining every month.
Dr. Jacobson says of the Whitlam 
government, “Where they provide 
government money they want con­
trol. One thing we won’t let them 
control is how we treat our patient .”
GPs are’having nightmares of their 
waiting rooms filled with hypo­
chondriacs getting it for free, and 
while the GPSA complains of the 
work load, it opposed the community 
health centres, on the grounds that 
they will provide poorer quality ser­
vice. How about freer service?
In view of the current trend for record re­
tailers to turn concert promoters, Record 
Collector’s Ross Nicholson and Gregory Young 
will perform a minuet (green satin pantaloons 
and powdered wigs) on the roof o f the 
Sydney MyerMusic Bowl on Fri. Aug. 3 at 8 pm
CNR. TOORAK RD. & DAVIS AVE 
SOUTH YARRA. 267.1885.
710 GLENFERRIE RD.. HAWTHORN 
81.1377.
DAMS
by Phillip Frazer and Jon Hawkes
Raymond Chandler wrote crime 
thrillers in the thirties. Star dick of 
Chandler’s books was Philip Marlowe 
and many people remember him. 
Not so many remember Marlowe’s 
predecessor, Chandler’s first hero, 
Johnny Dalmas.
Both Dalmas and Marlowe went 
out into the world with a firm idea of 
what was Right. Usually what they 
found confirmed their rightness, and 
justified their standover methods. 
The world they worked in was con­
stant, as was their Correct Interpre­
tation of it.
Bert Deling is 29, six foot tall, 
with a round fuzzy face that smiles 
a lot when he talks, and he talks a 
lot. He looks like a goblin, in an 
awkward kind of way. Deling is a 
film director and his first finished 
film is called Dalmas.
Deling went out into the world 
confused, when he left home. Usu­
ally what he found confirmed his 
confusion. He worked in a world that 
was not constant, and he grew to see 
interpretation as something of a false 
god. Bert Deling had been a film 
freak for many years and when he 
got $5000 to make an experimental 
film he chose to make the film of 
his life. He made the hero a cop, 
Dalmas by name, whose idea of 
what’s Right gets fucked over by 
experience to the point . . . well, to 
wherever that would lead. The film 
would have a planned beginning but 
an open ending.
Dalmas is a heavy ex-cop on the 
trail of a missing buddy, and the 
trail leads him into a world of junk 
and acid. The ex-cop begins to feel 
his firm image of the world melting.
The disillusionment of Dalmas is 
established in the first twenty min­
utes, essentially through two long 
scenes. First is Dalmas visiting an­
other ex-cop Rojak and heavying him 
for information. Second is in a 
discotheque, where good music by 
Spectrum (1971) and a myriad of 
psychedelic light tricks and psyche- 
delicised extras create something like 
the ultimate Trip Palace.
Both scenes were actually shot 
inside a warehouse in South Mel­
bourne. The building had been a 
butter factory until Melbourne record 
producer Bill Armstrong took it over 
to build his new studios. Between 
the factory and the studio Deling 
and his band were loaned the space 
to shoot Dalmas.
The scene with the two ex-cops is 
set in Rojak’s house, and Rojak is a 
crippled junkie . . .  he was paralysed' 
by a criminal bullet and turned to 
shooting dope. To shoot the scene 
a large room in the warehouse was 
piled high with tv screens, books and 
odd-shaped props, all on top of a 
sea of grocery invoices. The tv screens 
are mostly not tuned to any picture — 
they just give off a rapid-fire flicker 
of varying blue lights. One bank of 
screens plays a videotape of Baba 
Ram Dass telling enthusiastic tales 
of his life — tales that illustrate the 
many subtleties of Western-Eastern 
culture gap. While Dass raves, the 
cops argue.
Supposedly they’re arguing about 
the third, missing ex-cop, but the 
story-line of this film has been so 
condensed inside a total budget of 
about $22,000 that every action and 
every word tends to burst darkly in a 
confusion of directions. Max Gillies 
as the crippled-ex-cop-junkie propels 
himself like an eel on wheels through 
the carpet of crumpled bills, mut­
tering a chant-like tale of Hitler’s junk 
habit and how one thousand Tibetan 
Buddhist monks had been flown to 
Berlin in 1936 (or was it 100 in 
1939?) . . . Gillies plays the man 
many quanta further out than 
Dalmas, his raves coming from 
Deling’s typewriter during a full-flight 
speed-session in which what script 
the film has was written.
The effect is heady. The scene 
opens with Baba Ram Dass on six 
monitors in the background, and a 
long exquisitely detailed foreground 
shot of an arm being injected with — 
presumably — heroin. I t’s the junkie 
ex-cop shooting up, but the arms 
actually belonged to Paul Bailey, who 
actually shot up distilled water, four 
times because the hot lights kept 
coagulating the blood. Paul died 
during the . filming of Dalmas, 
overdosed.
All of this — the first fifteen 
minutes or so — is in vivid 16mm 
color, shot and directed with an 
experienced touch, opening with 
misty shots of sun and sky, moving 
into classic 1970’s cops-and-victims 
style. Deling wanted to change the 
whole approach to filming as the 
film progressed, to reflect the 
changing fashions of cinema history. 
He now chucks his head at this 
explanation, and says the first twenty 
minutes are a little solemn.
After drawing a blank with the
junkie, Dalmas connects with the 
acid scene through a character called 
Plastic Man. At this stage things take 
on the tone of a morality play, with 
Plastic Man dressed off the cover of 
Sergeant Pepper making speeches on 
acid anarchism in Melbourne’s con­
crete quadrangle known as the City 
Square. From there, Plastic Man 
leads Dalmas to the disco scene.
The disco was built in the same 
warehouse, constructed out of gar­
bage and trinkets from the ward­
robes of the cast, and mirror man- 
dalas made from broken glass that 
littered the building. As the days 
went by, more Melbourne freaks 
heard of the warehouse where there 
was free food, music, light shows and 
dope. The cast of thousands began 
to assemble around Deling, his crew, 
Peter Whittle who plays Dalmas, and 
the theatre troupe, Tribe. Dalmas 
wanders through the acid-sodden 
disco looking for leads in his hazy 
search. He exchanges cryptic snarls 
about the dope scene with one or 
two of the freaks who have it to­
gether to actually act in the midst of 
the wall-to-wall goodtimes.
The script called for a drug squad 
raid on the disco, in which Dalmas 
tries -to pull rank and save one girl 
from the rugged clutches of the 
ds, which leads to a full-scale donny- 
brook amongst cops and ex-cop.
One morning not long before this 
scene was to be shot Peter Whittle 
got up at 7 am. He was staying at the 
film’s headquarters/house in South 
Yarra with a floating population of 
anything up to 30 freaks. He was 
shaving before leaving for the set of 
Division 4 when four drug squad 
cops knocked on the door, real drug 
squad cops. (If the reader begins to 
experience confusion between what’s 
real and what’s not, that’s what this 
film’s all about, as you shall see.)
The drug squad took the lounge- 
room first. It was full of people with 
long hair, strange clothes and some 
connection with this film that’s being 
made about an ex-cop. One man 
picked up the script and began 
reading out loud to his workmates — 
about Rojak the supercop who’s on 
junk and reckons everyone knows the 
drug squad has a heavy stake in 
pushing . . . about Rojak, the last 
of the supercops.
Then the raid moved to the 
kitchen where 63 trips were sealed 
in a film can in the fridge, someone 
says. The cop opened the fridge and 
took out exactly that can and began 
removing the tape. Joe, a member of 
the household, stepped forward and 
explained how this film was being 
made with $10,000 government 
money and that before he opened 
that can and ruined everything he 
should at least telephone his 
superiors. The cop lowered his eye­
brows and put the can back in the 
fridge.
Shooting the fight scene required 
clearing much of the disco set, to 
make way for tumbling bodies and 
masses of bright lights. It was the 
final day and by then the extras were 
packed in, lured by the reportedly 
excellent acid going round on the 
day. Amongst these hundreds of 
people, stacks of bleachers, moun­
tains of spots and enormous amounts 
of acid came five middle-aged men in 
overcoats throwing themselves a- 
round for most of one whole day. 
The heavies were played by stunt­
man Roger Ward, a schoolteacher 
friend of Deling’s, and two (real) ex­
cops who now scriptwrite for 
Crawfords.
Whittle, also a long-term friend of 
Deling’s, wanted this scene to be 
very good. He wanted all the men to 
punch and fall well, and for their 
kicks to his guts he wanted real 
kicks. He had to teach the school­
teacher to fall, so the crowd watched 
long rehearsals in which the crack of 
bones and real blood drew applause, 
egging the older men on in their 
performances.
The scene ends with freak stunt­
man Jim Murray starring in a multiple 
somersault down a flight of stairs 
which smash under him, having been 
three-quarter sawn through for that 
purpose.
So far Dalmas has apparently got­
ten nowhere in his search — but now 
his world has crumbled. He follows 
the freaks to the seaside. In reality, 
Peter Whittle was no stranger to 
dope, but certainly his world was 
not Tribe’s. Tribe in 1971 was very 
weird people for then — and it still 
is. The life on the beach (at 
Anglesea) both on film and off was 
hippie life. Living communally, eating 
good food, sitting round the camp­
fire smoking dope and playing 
guitar and flute, swimming, dropping 
acid . . . relating. And at this stage 
of the script — the script from the 
submission that won the Experi­
mental Film Fund grant — Deling 
wanted the cast and crew to shed
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their roles and confront the medium 
itself.
Notice is served on the viewer 
when Frank, of Tribe, looks right 
into the camera and asks, “Whose 
film is this anyway?” Thereafter the 
question gets more confused. Peter 
Cummins as Plastic Man is seen 
wading in the surf, apparently trip­
ping, trying to wash the blood off 
his body till members of the tribe 
rescue him. John Duigan, playing a 
television documentary director 
shooting film of hippies, asks the 
tribe to re-enact the rescue because 
it’d make great television. Was 
Cummins/Plastic Man’s trip real? Was 
he really drowning? Would Tribe 
members really re-enact such a scene? 
Did Peter Whittle really leap off a 
cliff in his underpants to save 
Cummins? Was John Duigan really 
making a documentary? Is John 
Duigan really that heavy?
The whole tribe did drop acid,
but not at Anglesea. That was part of 
the plan to re-evaluate the roles of 
the thing. This acid trip had been 
talked about a lot as possibly the 
Big Scene of the film, and that fact 
made sound-man Lloyd Carrick freak 
when he saw the entire crew laid out 
grinning through their peaks while 
the camera stood forlorn on its 
tripod in the sand. Eventually Lloyd 
did the camera and the sound for 
that day. Lloyd didn’t drop.
The scene had shifted to Lake 
Tyers, another Victorian surf beach. 
Here amidst the waving gums, sand 
hills and lens-splintered sunlight 
people made home-movies of each 
other discussing why there’s a dif­
ference between home-movies and 
real movies, or unreal movies. The 
issues talked out on the screen are 
the issues worked out in the making 
of the movie at this point, and reso­
lution of a sort comes when Deling 
suggests that the film stock that’s
left be divided in two, one lot to be 
shot by anyone anytime until it 
ran out, which would be the last 
day, and on that day everyone, would 
drop acid again and the second lot of 
film would all be shot.
There follows more scenes from 
the life of the tribe, including some 
kick-to-kick football at Lake Tyers 
Aboriginal settlement and a welling; 
tide of good vibes. i
Then comes the day, the last 
day. The scene is a gentle hillside, 
two blankets strung loosely a;crpss 
rough poles, six people stand, sit.and 
lie about the makeshift tent in the 
sun under a brilliant blue sky. There 
is little movement, even from th e ; 
camera which is standing about 
twenty feet down from the- tent, 
toward the water. Lloyd Carrick is 
standing by a tentpole holding out 
his huge mike to catch the conversa­
tion — acid murmurings, but Lloyd 
doesn’t take acid.
Peter W
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TORS FACE FANTASIES 
tOWLY AVERTED Below: The second ax-swing. Peter Smith holds his hand over his 
mouth, cut by a flying hell.
Behind the camera David Minter 
saw Peter Whittle at the top of the 
hill, walking down with long strides 
carrying an ax. The camera moves 
slightly to the right and up, but the 
picture still shows Bert Deling lying 
in the tent, a woman weaving a 
Godseye, Tim Woolmer talking, Pete 
Siriith and Paul Bailey watching. 
-Whittle is coming up fast and Tim, 
sensing the action behind him breaks 
his lave. By then Whittle is up to the 
’tent; near Carrick and Smith, he 
' swings around Carrick and the ax 
ares over his shoulder coming down 
blunt-edged in a blurred sweep that 
catches just the Godseye so that when 
he Swings his weapon up again it’s 
tangled with gaudy wool and crossed 
sticks. The camera has Whittle’s face 
dead centre now and he has the look 
of % man who could eat the ax and 
never lose his smile.
The second swing — again with the 
blunt edge — is at the tentpole. It
sends Carrick scrambling to save his 
equipment and possibly his scalp, 
a ^maneuver which upturned the tape 
recorder and means the sound snaps 
into a frenzied electronic scream. 
The ax also catchi s a string of brass 
Indian bells hanging on the pole, 
propelling them past Peter Smith. 
We see Smith clutch his mouth in 
acid-stunned pain as the metal cuts 
through his face en route. Whittle 
lunges again, this time with his huge 
hands, pulling the blankets down on 
Deling who has remained prone 
throughout, one leg bent up. Whittle 
rips away the covers and stands, ax 
poised above his target — Deling, the 
director.
Role confrontation.
The sound still screams and Tim 
Woolmer, an extraordinarily gentle 
man, moves in to stop what he be­
lieves is about to be an ax-murder. 
Whittle stands like the man in the 
old J. Arthur Rank openings who hits
the gong . . .  with Deling still smiling, 
one arm raised with his hand on the 
ax handle. The scene cuts, the 
scream stops.
Deling survived, as did Whittle. 
They are seen some minutes later, 
when the vibe readjusted and some­
one got behind the camera again, 
everyone lying about the remains of 
the tent, sticking close by each other 
and emanating restoration.
* * *
Denise was the keeper of the 
household. She cooked meals, and 
generally gave herself for the general 
good. She remembers speaking with 
Peter Whittle just after the action — 
he told her, “ Great theatre baby, 
great theatre . . .  it was just getting 
too-oo boring.”
Bert Deling recalls the scene with 
his calm enthusiasm for exceptional 
experiences unfazed. Laid back on 
the cushions of a Balmain lounge-
room we heard most of this story in 
a couple of hours, and it all sounded 
rich and exciting coming from Bert, 
Denise and Helen who was there all 
through the film too. Helen and Bert 
have a baby now, an event that filled 
their lives in the time-space between 
the making and showing of Dalmas.
“Tim (Woolmer) took one look 
at Whittle with the ax,” said Deling, 
“and like everyone else thought, 
fHe’s going to do it, he’s gonna kill 
Bert’. I looked up at Whittle and I 
just knew he wasn’t going to kill 
me — I don’t know what I thought — 
he might cut off a leg if he thought 
it would help the film . .  .”
Whittle, according to Deling, was 
treading the fine acting line where 
you’re not sure what’s real and what’s 
not. “Tim absorbed the whole thing, 
Peter’s vibe. It really blew him out. 
He went straight out in a canoe after 
it happened and he didn’t get over 
it really.”
Helen suggests Whittle “ came 
down the hill with an incredible 
power in him, and after that first 
blow he had to go back into his 
rational mind.” Whittle didn’t speak 
for two hours after he put down the 
ax and lay in the sun with his friends. 
* * *
Five months later Bert Deling had 
a rough print of the film.
The tribe gathered at the Regent 
theatre in South Yarra to watch the 
rushes, see slides from the film, and 
talk about it. Susan Day tried to tell 
us what it meant to her but she broke 
down on camera so they tried again. 
Was she freaked by the rushes or 
the camera recording her reaction 
to them?
Cut to Deling, kneeling beneath 
one of several large paper screenSj 
on which color slides from the film 
are flashing. He speaks:
“ I don’t know whether we blew it
or not, but if we did blow it we blew 
it because of the nature of film.
“Those stills up there bear the 
same resemblance to the film that 
we’ve just sat through as the film 
bears to whatever it was that we 
lived through at Lake Tyers. Our 
memory is like that series of freeze 
frames up there.”
The film crosses to the actors 
tearing down the paper screens, the 
freeze-frame moments from snatches 
of frozen reality on film. The pictures 
on this page are black and white 
prints from negatives made from 
positive color frames from the film.
The film cuts to a minute or two 
of grainy, ominous, awesome news 
footage of Melbourne’s 70,000 strong 
1971 Moratorium march. Then, back 
to sunset at Lake Tyers.
* * *
Bert Deling believes it’s easy to 
make films that cater to people’s
paranoia. He told us the story of an 
American film in which the hero, 
driving on a freeway, realises he’s 
being followed by an oil tanker — 
the tanker haunts the driver for the 
whole film. I t’s a paranoid’s heaven.
Deling wants to make a film to 
make people happy, “ to make them 
nice and warm for an hour or two.”
For his/their next film Helen 
suggests a musical about a tap-dancer, 
which is not out of the question 
for Bert, he says it’s “ about tran­
scending yourself . . . with all the 
negative things around you in this 
society, you can only transcend your­
self by experiencing absolute excel­
lence in something or somebody . . . 
but to put that experience into a 
film we have to find somebody who’s 
just so good at what he does.
It could be a footballer, a tap- 
dancer, even an ax-murderer.
'hittle confronts Bert Deling, on the beach o f Lake Tyers, in the summer o f 1971. 
Dalmas is currently showing at Sydney 's Filmmakers' Coop cinema, and
will soon run Melbourne’s Australia Twin.
Left: The first swing begins — note contortions o f the soundtrack — 
running down the right o f the film  — caused by rapid exit o f soundman, 
Lloyd Carrick.
Right: The first swing sends Carrick scuttling damaging the tape. Sound­
track is out o f  phase with picture which is why it changes during the 
sequence at left.
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University revolts were great news for the straight media last 
decade. Now they’re boring, unfashionable. When more than 2,000' 
students and staff at Sydney University went on indefinite strike, 
the big news was that Jack Mundey of the Builders’ Laborers’ 
Federation had slapped a “green” ban on new construction on 
campus — as a gesture of solidarity.
Unlike the sixties’ student actions — where an afternoon’s 
front lawn meeting would wind-up with a storming of the uni­
versity administration’s fortress — this was a rolling strike inside 
tiie factory. Argument in staff rooms, classes transformed into 
stop-work meetings.
Sydney University used to lay good claim to being the reddest 
campus. This strike has involved more people, more deeply, than 
any previous action.
Actions on campus were characteristically angry reactions to 
decisions from above.
The Sydney University strike has been an attempt to force 
those above to see themselves as authoritarian male chauvinists — 
as, indeed, they are.
In a way student revolt was dead. The issues of self-management 
and women’s liberation are resurrecting it. It comes back into the 
world not as resisting anger but with a program and an alternative 
to what is.
Hall Greenland reports, from the campus.
W hat would women 
know about it, 
anyway?
Kaye Martin
Ian Penn
The written search for power.
------------ ■
v Do things the right way: you get the best possible results. 
It’s a simple fact!
Take the finest speakers (including JBL and Altec), 
enclose them according to the manufacturers’ 
specifications, combine them with superbly designed and 
built solid state amplifiers and mixers; then give them RMS 
power ratings you can trust.
The performance is international. The product is Australian. 
Strauss build sound systems the right way -  
»from 30 to over 5,000 watts.
Sold by selected music stores at competitive prices.
done before the strike, but which we 
would not have done if we had not 
gone on strike first.”
So the students and staff had a 
set of choices before them:
1. You supported the seif—managed
philosophy department or you ac­
cepted the autocratic power of the 
professors.
On June 25th the Students Rep­
resentative Council put out a leaflet 
claiming:
“The attack on the Women’s Course 
is not directed merely at the course 
itself, but at the whole concept of 
staff-student control. . .
“We urge students in all faculties and 
all departments to go out on strike 
and defy the all-powerful God- 
Professors and the dictatorial admin­
istration.”
Since the middle of first term 
there had been a campaign in the 
Government Department to institute 
self-management as had the Philoso­
phy Department. When Philosophy 
went out on strike, Government IV 
students decided immediately and 
quasi-unanimously to go out in sym­
pathy. Most of Government III fol-; 
lowed. On June 25 Government II 
voted 125 - 100 to come out. On 
June 27th a Government Department 
mass meeting voted 170- 98 to strike; 
at that meeting a female student rose 
wearily to her feet in the middle of 
Professor Mayer’s long, meandering 
speech against striking to tell him to 
“stop fucking around and finish up”. 
That afternoon a majority of the staff 
in the Government Department de­
cided to join their students.
During the time they were on 
strike students in Education, History 
and Economics came forward with 
demands to “democratise” their own 
departments. In fact, in Economics 
II the walk-out was more a protest 
against professorial arrogance there4 
than a gesture of solidarity with 
Philosophy.
Implicitly or explicitly, the strikers 
demanded a new structure of the 
university: a federation of self- 
managed departments.
On June29 the Italian Department 
struck because they believed the 
Professorial Board had neither the 
competence nor right to over-ride a 
democratic departmental decision, 
and because they believed the Pro­
fessorial Board’s decision to be “an 
authoritarian and bureaucratic inter­
ference in the affairs of the Depart­
ment of Philosophy”.
A group of Economics students 
demanded a refashioning of the uni­
versity structure so that staff. and 
students would have full mastery ofi 
their departments. Above that they 
wanted an elected Academic Board 
as a university parliament, this body 
having “no power to veto decisions 
of Departments concerning courses 
or appointments” .
2. You were either against sexism or
for sexist discrimination.
In. rejecting the appointment of 
Liz Jacka and Jean Curthoys, the 
all-male Professorial Board claimed 
the women lacked competence and 
qualifications. Both women are post­
graduate students. The Professorial 
Board had appointed post-graduate 
students- 'as temporary lecturers in 
the past to teach credit courses. The 
only difference in this case was that 
Liz and Jean were women wanting to 
teach a women’s course.
At the Arts Faculty meeting on 
the course David Stove said, “The 
idea that twentieth century Western 
women are oppressed is simply 
silly . . .  If we approve this course we 
will not be able to consistently refuse 
a course on the oppression of twen­
tieth century Western children.”
Professor Armstrong consistently 
linked the two women and the course 
itself to subversive radicalism. At the 
Professorial Board meeting he stressed 
that they were marxists, and at the 
Arts Faculty meeting he dwelt 
heavily on the fact that there were 
“already” three marxist courses on
A new day dawning on the Women's Embassy in the Main Quadrangle.
In March a Philosophy Department 
meeting of staff and students — this 
department had been “democratized” 
in late 1972 — decided that the 
course “The Politics of Sexual Op­
pression” drawn up by two post­
graduate students, Liz Jacka and Jean 
Curthoys, should go on in the second 
half of 1973 and that Liz and Jean 
should be appointed temporary 
lecturers to give it. The long-time 
professor in the department, David 
Armstrong, opposed both decisions.
Both decisions had to be ratified 
by higher bodies within the univer­
sity.
The Arts Faculty (composed of 
Arts staff and a couple of student 
reps.) approved the course, against 
strong opposition from Armstrong 
and his supporters, on April'4, by a 
one-vote majority.
The deputy vice chancellor, in­
timidated by Armstrong’s antics, 
fobbed the appointments off to a 
Professorial Board committee which 
recommended in favor of their ap­
pointment.
The full Professorial Board (com­
posed of appointed professors) met 
on June 18 and, rejected their com­
mittee’s recommendation on the 
appointments. They decided Liz and 
Jean were incompetent. They called 
for no evidence as to the women’s 
qualifications and competence.
Outraged at this decision, a mass 
meeting of Philosophy staff and stu­
dents met on Wednesday June 20 
and decided to strike until Liz and 
Jean were appointed. At least half 
the staff remained on strike for its 
duration and only about 30 out of 
670 enrolled Philosophy students 
continued to turn up to lectures.
Having decided to strike, the 
philosophers then set out to get 
sympathy strikes in other depart­
ments. Up to then the affair had 
been kept pretty much. within the 
Philosophy Department and so the 
¡facts and issues had to be spelt out 
for outsiders. As George Molnar, a 
Philosophy staffer, put it: “It is one 
of the contradictions of praxis '. After 
we launched the strike we began to 
do all those things we should have
offer to Philosophy students. “Fac- W 
ulty should at least be aware that I 
this means that this is the most care-, I 
fully worked-over subject in the 
Philosophy Department. More effort 
is expended on these old chaps 
[presumably Karl Marx and Fred 
Engels] here than anywhere else 
I’m aware of.”
For the women in the strike the 
opposition to the course and the ap­
pointments was not just an isolated 
phenomenon, it is seen as a part of 
the university’s general indifference 
to the oppression of women. Women 
do all the shit-work in the university 
and when female clerical workers 
demanded equal pay in 1972, the 
university gave them 78% of the 
men’s rate. Most of the teaching 
staff are male — the stuff that was 
taught being stuff males thought and 
felt was important. Women are 
heavily concentrated in the Arts 
Faculty which reflects not only wo­
men students’ acceptance of the roles 
and jobs society cast for them — an 
arts degree essentially prepares 
students for acceptable^ women’s 
work like school teaching (which is 
the destiny of most arts graduates) — 
but also restrictions on the entry of 
women into these faculties preparing 
students for the traditional male 
.preserves: medicine, engineering,
economics.
Women involved in the strike have 
struggled hard to prevent the issue 
of sexism being swamped by the issue 
of self-management. At the Govern­
ment Department mass meeting Anne 
Summers (along with Liz Fell, the 
first non-Philosophy staff member 
to strike) argued that “this strike is 
about sexist discrimination and not 
about issues like self-management or 
staff-student control which people 
are attempting to drag in”. However, 
at the university mass meeting the 
following day Anne moved the strike 
motion against “the sexist and 
authoritarian decision” of the Pro­
fessorial Board.
3. You either want education to be
something you’re critically and 
actively involved in, or you accept 
the idea of the student as a re­
ceptacle.
If the professors knocked back a 
course critical of the status quo, 
drawn up by two post-graduate 
students in close consultation with 
staff, students and outsiders, where 
would this leave undergraduates at­
tempting to do the same thing?
As one of the first Philosophy 
Department strike bulletins put it: 
“If you want a reality-oriented, 
critical, self-managed education, in 
which the intellect engages with real 
issues instead of wandering in the 
maze of irrelevant issues and prob­
lems imposed upon you by the re- 
ward-and-punishment dispensers in 
our education system — this strike 
concerns you.”
' In the past, course content has 
been decided by professors and senior 
academics. The students who imbibed 
their courses become the * school 
teachers who stunt and mutilate the 
self-confidence and curiosity of 
school kids; the architects, industrial 
chemists and engineers who fuck up 
the environment; the industrial re­
lations men who dream up better 
schemes for the manipulation and 
exploitation of their workers; the 
doctors who are greedy shop-keepers 
with degrees.
The involvement of students and 
junior staff in the determination of 
course content could begin to trans­
form this.
The strike did not spread beyond 
the Arts and Economics faculties. 
The issues apparently struck no sym­
pathetic cords in more vocationally 
oriented faculties, which students 
more often join to get a potentially 
lucrative training. The master-appren­
A mass meeting held in the quad.
tice ethic holds sway, students ap­
parently unafraid of becoming skilled 
dills.
Nor did all those in sympathy in 
the Arts and Economics faculties 
strike. For many the pressure of 
work and the desire to do well at 
the end of the year over-rode their 
sympathy. And there were other 
hang-ups inhibiting people. On Tues­
day,. July 3, a History lecturer wrote 
to me:
“. . . how can I stand out as a 
striker for philosophy feminist 
courses when I’ve never spoken up 
for them in History? And as for 
striking on an issue of professorial 
over-ruling, why, if I hadn’t made a 
fatal compromise with that in our 
Department I’d have been sacked 
years ago. As you may know, our 
proposed “peasant revolts and mil- 
lenial cults” cross cultural course 
has only recently been over-ruled 
professorially.
“A university is an expensive 
middle class play-thing but that’s 
where I currently exact a crust, so 
you must expect a measure of 
compromise . . .”
y J J
The strike Was on the spread from 
June 20 to June 29; in the week July 
2 to July 6 people began to drift 
back. On July 2 the top university 
body, the Senate, set up a committee 
of ‘enquiry. Professor Wheelwright 
recommended his Economics III class 
go back an the basis that this com­
mittee was now working out a solu­
tion. The composition of the com­
mittee has made it odds-on to find 
in favor of the Professorial Board. 
Wheelwright, a long-time member of 
the Senate, was in a position to 
know this.
The lecture theatres and rooms 
began to re-fill — it was clear the
university authorities were waiting 
this one out. The Philosophy De­
partment strikers came crashing down 
from their euphoria of the previous 
week. The downer plunged into des­
peration and late in the night of 
July 2 the strike committee, in search 
of a means of escalation, voted for a 
hunger strike. After breakfast the 
next morning this idea was scrapped 
as smacking too much of Gandhi 
and the kamikazes.
Under pressure from the ebb and 
their main allies — the Government 
staffers—the Philosophy Department 
offered a compromise solution to 
the strike on July 4. This won 
wide sympathy amongst the fence- 
sitters, but Armstrong’s threat of 
resignation carried the day and the 
authorities said, No compromise.
On Friday July 6 the Government 
staffers handed the Philosophy 
strikers another solution (which 
amounted to a capitulation) and 
threatened they would return to 
work if it was not accepted. As the 
solution entailed an unconditional 
end to the strike while negotiations, 
proceeded, the Philosophy Depart­
ment strike committee decided 
that whether they accepted it or not 
the Government staffers would go 
back to work, and so rejected it.
The strike is likely to be at an 
end by the time you’re reading this 
Digger. However the course remains 
ratified. It can go on. Though various 
schemes to put it on with a male 
academic dummy taking official re­
sponsibility (but with Liz and Jean 
actually teaching) are likely to be' 
rejected by these two as capitulation 
to sexism.
(Copies of a paper on Sexism and the 
University produced during the strike 
are available from Anne Summers c/- 
Govt. Dept., Sydney University, N£W 
2006. Send a 7 cent stamp please.)
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Tim Pigott writes to Wilhelm Reich
T hree sorts o f sex
Wilhelm,
They burnt your books: the FBI, 
KGB, the Gestapo. They expelled 
you from the World Psychoanalytic 
Movement because Freud couldn’t 
face his own authoritarianism, and 
they expelled you from the German 
Communist Party for the same rea­
son. The Nazis chased you out of 
Germany in 1933 after smashing your 
Sex-Pol Party: 50,000 humans 
fighting for socialism and love. Both 
the Stalinists and the capitalists 
wrote you out of history. In 1956 
the FBI arrested you, burnt your 
books and you died in prison.
But you still live: your kind of 
life-energy can’t be destroyed.
They can burn your books: they 
can’t burn freedom.
In 1968 when the French students 
almost liberated Paris in May, when 
they chanted “All power to the 
imagination” , when they scribbled 
on walls “ Be realistic: Demand the 
Impossible!” , George Steiner said: 
“When the student radicals of 
Berkeley, Nanterre or Amsterdam tell 
us that The function o f the orgasm 
is one of the sources of their politics, 
they are telling the truth. And we had 
better listen” .
So I’m sending you this letter 
across the dead years that ignored 
your lessons to tell you about three 
movies.
The first movie is Dusan Makave- 
jev’s WR: Mysteries o f the Organism. 
It’s a guerilla movie inspired by your 
life and teachings. The best film 
experience for years and not only 
because of the content. It’s a re­
volutionary view of sexuality, and a 
revolutionary idea as film. Kids don’t 
read much now, but they understand 
visual imagery. Film is the only 
socially effective art form left. We 
grow up with television, with a coll­
age of commercials, talk shows, 
westerns, with Saturday afternoon 
childhoods at the local ‘picture 
theatre’, and this experience cuts 
across class, sex, just about everything 
except age.
The film begins with one of your 
Sex-Pol movies from the 1930’s. A 
naked man and woman fucking ten­
derly and joyously under the sky, 
lying on the earth.
Then the film examines the lives
of two young girls in Zagreb, Yugo­
slavia. Milena (the Reichian theorist) 
is attracted to a Russian ice-skating 
champion Vladimir Ilyich (Lenin- 
Staiin) who “ loves all mankind, but 
is incapable of loving one individual: 
one single living creature” . The film 
is a brilliant indictment of red 
fascism. “ Revolution” mustn’t touch!
Milena makes an enthusiastic 
speech from the balcony to the 
workers gathered beneath her:
“ Any child knows what’s 
sweetest: the crotch! Our road 
to the future must be life 
positive! Comrades! Between 
socialism and physical love 
•there can be no conflict! 
Socialism must not exclude 
human sensual pleasure > from 
its program! The October 
Revolution was ruined when it 
rejected Free Love!
(Applause and ovations from all the 
stories and balconies. Cut to endless 
roommating of Jagoda and her lover 
Ljuba.)
“ Frustrate the young sexually 
and they’ll recklessly take to 
other illicit thrills ... knifings, 
alcoholism and assorted crimes 
... political riots with flags fly­
ing, battling the police like 
pre-war communists ... What we 
need is a free youth in a crime- 
free world! To achieve this, we 
must allow Free Love!”
Milena is murdered by Vladimir 
Ilyich who makes several exact 
speeches of Lenin. When she touches 
him during one of these speeches, 
he hits her, turning into Stalin, a 
cold, dead face with a tear trickling 
down one cheek. This is a cut from 
an amazingly bad socialist realist 
film from Russia (The Vow  directed 
by Chiaureli) which is in direct con­
trast to the life energy pulsating 
through the Chinese masses in another 
film clip. Vladimir Ilyich (Lenin- 
Stalin) is a genuine red fascist. But 
even thcugh he murders Milena be­
cause he cannot stand the ‘cosmic 
rays penetrating their bodies’, Milena 
does not regret her communist past.
Tuli Kupferberg, an American 
poet (The Book o f the Body, 1001 
Ways to Beat the Draft, 1001 Ways 
to Live Without Working) who 
played with The Fugs, does some
on film
inspired street theatre dressed as a 
marine stalking through the streets 
of New York, and the film contains 
horrifying documentation of electric 
shock therapy in Russian psychiatric 
hospitals.
, * * *
You would have hated the second 
film: Bernardo Bertolucci’s Last 
Tango in Paris.
This director also claims to be a 
revolutionary. We listen to Marlon 
Brando (being forced to play himself 
again) wallowing in a bourgeois 
romantic fantasy full of “ tough, 
realistic” anti-romantic speeches. “ I 
don’t even wanna know your name.
1 just gotta crawl right up the ass of 
time” and he recalls the staggeringly 
traumatic experience of taking a girl 
to a dance with cow-shit on his shoes! 
This is obviously a deep, complex, 
psychological movie! Sexist, too. 
Maria Schneider’s beautiful body is 
draped all over the very painterly 
frames, but we never see Brando. 
After ail isn’t Brando a folk hero as 
potent (?) as Billy the Kid, as the 
president was to other generations, 
and we don’t see Billy the Kid with 
his clothes off. And anyway, it all 
just turns out to be a movie, after all! 
Brando (who has certainly been in 
enough deep, adult-type movies to 
know better) puts on the young 
ladies’ father’s hat and as we all knew 
he would he shoots her. For film 
freaks a special treat: as he dies, 
tough and sensitive all-in-one, he 
sticks his chewing gum under the 
balcony rail just like in On the 
Waterfront or was it A Streetcar 
Named Desire or was it in a Holly­
wood Movie Made by a Marxist for 
the Discreet Masochism o f  the Bour­
geoisie. I think so: bourgeois 
aesthetics, authoritarian politics.
* * *
“ Degenerates are not such a great 
audience, but they’re a step up from 
the art crowd” : Warhol.
The third film is Andy Warhol’s, 
Heat: alienated Amerikan sex.
The film is about a young actor 
on the make who comes to Holly­
wood after a childhood film career; 
it begins with him standing in the '
ruins of a Twentieth Century Fox 
studio (the destroyed Amerikan 
dream); The dialogue and style of 
the film is brilliant. An example: a 
young girl, an actor’s daughter who 
has ‘given up men and taken up 
health foods’ asks a young singer 
about his club act. He replies that he 
sings a bit, dances a bit, and has sex 
on stage with his brother. She asks 
him if he enjoys it. He replies “ It’s a 
living” ... this film is about real 
people, unlike Last Tango which is 
about Marlon Brando meeting the 
most beautiful starlet in Paris. It’s' 
an amazing film and is about what 
modern life is all about ... loneliness 
and lack of love ... the impossibility 
of love Mg a climate of hatred, 
aggression and anti-life forces.
If you make a film about sexuality, 
you lay your politics on the line. 
Heat is a bourgeois decadent view of 
sexuality; Last Tango is male bour­
geois romanticism; WR is a 
revolutionary view of sexuality.
Sitting for the fifth time through 
WR, listening to Milena speaking of 
your photograph, Wilhelm (“ his 
name is World Revolution”), it’s 
possible to hear your laughter (after 
5,000 years of human civilisation 
built on repression) louder than it 
has ever been before in history.
Love, work and knowledge are 
the mainspring of human life.
You said it then. I t’s still true.
Love,
Tim.
met a man 
a fine man
“Paul gave birth to Ella, the naive Ella. He destroyed in her the 
knowing, doubting, sophisticated Ella and again and again he pu t 
her intelligence to sleep, and with her willing connivance, so that 
she floated darkly on her love for him, on her naivety, which is 
another word for a spontaneous creative faith. ” — Doris Lessing.
I want to celebrate 
explain a new love
I want to be with him live with him be looked after 
by him
even marry him
and make public in a traditional 
way our love 
and have children by him 
landscape my heart
singing
I’ve found a new love he is a true love 
I’ve found a new love to last me all of my life 
oh I’m
weak and stupid
(I love him
for what it’s worth)
what I ought to do is
give him the shove
jackbooted tell him
to kiss his own ass because only I can
lie in the bed I’ve made
met a man a fine man 
wanted to write love lyrics 
instead I wrote obscenities 
(he’d rocked my soul)
I don’t want to marry
I want to be barren and spinsterish cold proud alone 
in a house on a hill I’m in love with a 
wile} & beautiful
woman writer called Djuna Barnes 
she is either eighty-one years old 
or in a heaven for broken women 
don’t trick me kiddo 
a man’s love is a man’s love
Kate Jennings
THERE’S NO PLACE LIKE HOME.
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Mount Waverley, 
Mt. Pleasant, Vaucluse.
They’re alright in 
their way.
But they pale a little
1 P  ^ *n comparison to Hong
y *  Kong, and Amsterdam
1 and Rio de Janeiro.
% A lot of people 
f, never see the latter for 
~ a block of land in the 
former. Which seems a 
little strange to us. 
You can have both 
you get your prior- 
J 4 ¡ties right. ,
, < - That’s juSnone of 
V  ^  the tips on travel irî a 
new Qantas book.
It tells you how to 
getyour priorities right. 
[Ss; Where to go. Why to 
go. And how to get 
^  there. How much bread 
you’ll need to stay ali ve. 
Countries that'll pay for 
the pleasure of your 
ii$V company. Where the 
boys are. Where the 
girls are. How to train 
across Siberia. Or bus 
round Asia. Or sail 
down the Amazon. Or4 
wheel drive through 
Africa.
THE HOW. WHY. 
WHEN AND WHERE 
OFHERE.THERE 
AND EVERYWHERE.
The book is called 
The how, why, when 
and where of here* 
there and everywhere.
It’s available now, 
free, from Qantas and 
Qantas travel agents.
a a N T a s
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SPIRIT of NIMRIN
Central Hall, 20 Brunswick St., Fitzroy 
Saturday July 21; 8.00 p.m.
Bauls o f Bengal
Captain Matchbox Whoopee Band 
The White Company 
John Graham
Steve Dunstan, Benny Zable 
Metaphysical Magic Circus 
Poor Tom  ’s Poetry Band 
Billy Green, Brian Peacock 
Nick Gray, Barry Charles 
Niaggra
Lights by Edison 
$2.00 at the door
STRIPES H/IS F U M I 
SOUTH I OKU. IMI R
577chapel street south yarra
366 Lgon St,Carlton 3 #  7*73
"THE MARK RUBBO CONCERT HOUR"
FR ID A Y, 3 AUGUST, 8.00 pm
featuring i
JOLSON’S “MAMMY”
RAY’S “LITTLE WHITE CLOUD 
THAT CRIED”
CROSBY’S “LITTLEST ANGEL” 
HARRIS’ “DECK OF CARDS” 
and more!
A COMPLETE REPERTOIRE, FA ITH FU LLY  TAPED  
OFF THE ELECTRIC WIRELESS SET
GRAND
WAZOO
REVIEWS
Waking
The Dragon Lady's Revenge 
at the Pram Factory, 325 
Drummond St, Carlton. 
Tuesday through Sunday 
until August 1.
The Ride Across Lake 
Constance by Peter Handke, 
Back Theatre, Pram Factory. 
Perform ed by Tribe, 
Tuesday through Sunday 
until first week in August, 
by Alistair Jones
How delightful to col­
lapse in a stoned stupor 
among empty theatre seats 
and drift through a blatant 
play performed by actors 
who are enthusiastic about 
what they are doing. The 
current financial disaster at 
Melbourne's Pram Factory, 
The Dragon Lady's Revenge, 
could have been closed down 
weeks ago if the cast didn't 
have a majority on the 
collective's ruling executive. 
Notices have placed the play 
somewhere between gauche 
and funereal, but still the 
cast presses on.
The play originated in the 
San Francisco Mime Troupe, 
one of the longest-lived 
ra d ic a l/p o lit ic o  theatre 
troupes in the U.S. Having 
endured a life-span of some 
14 years, the S.F. Mime 
Troupe continues its ideo­
logy of wrenching theatre 
from within the conven­
tional proscenium arch and 
taking it out into the streets. 
Its objectives have always 
been to "propagandise and 
inform" while stirring up the 
people's interest with sug­
gestions for action against 
forms of injustice and 
exploitation. They are agitat­
ing propagandists first, and 
actor/performers second.
Dragon Lady is usually 
performed in a park or on a 
street corner, so it's odd 
for the Australian Perform­
ing Group to re-instal a 
seldom-used proscenium 
arch over a conventional 
stage for their production. 
The political line is mostly 
slogans and simplified stereo­
types, so that in the absence 
of a larger than life outdoor 
event — with masks, fol de 
rol and a clutch of the 
balls/cunt style of attention- 
snatching — the play is 
probably a trifle crude. Yet, 
a madcap spirit onstage, with 
some quite inventive action, 
leaves the whole spectacle 
fu llo f fun.
It's an anti-imperialist 
piece set in Asia. The Dragon 
Lady — deftly overplayed by 
Jan "The Mouth” Friedl — 
runs a pleasure dive which is 
renowned for initiating its 
unsuspecting entertainment 
seekers into the world of 
smapk. Of course they 
instantly acquire a habit, and 
her business flourishes.
Aided by her observant
servant/partner, appropriate­
ly known -ss Blossom (Fay 
Mokotow), her White Cat 
Club seems to be doing OK. 
Blossom's function is to set 
up the leading question/ 
answer conversations which 
allow the Dragon Lady to 
gain new customers. Mean­
while Blossom polishes the 
syringes, brings in the drinks 
and generally carts stuff 
about to keep her ear close 
to the wall.
The Dragon Lady scores 
her junk from (The 
Reverend) Tim Drooley, 
who just happens to be the 
local CIA rep. Bruce Spence 
plays Drooley in a variety of 
disguises, popping in and 
shooting other people up all 
over the place — from 
trapdoors, from behind the 
ubiquitous arras. The cruci­
fix his Reverence totes on 
the hip doubles as a syringe 
— the consecration of the 
Savior's blood and body is a 
blast of the smoothest smack 
the U.S. CIA can produce.
The action revolves round 
the gradual disintegration of 
Clyde (Wilfrid Last) — the 
mom and apple pie son of 
the new U.S. ambassador. 
Clyde, whose dreams would 
never tun past a homeland 
bound to a course of 
benevolent patronage — "got 
to help these poor yellow 
bastards" — loses his in­
nocence in an agonising, if 
blunt spectacle. His father, 
C. Dillsworth Junker I I,  is 
cunningly portrayed by Max 
Gillies.
The whole smack opera­
tion is overseen by the 
mysterious Mr Big, whose 
identity is not revealed until 
the climax of the whgle 
charade.
The Dragon Lady takes a 
predictable and blatant 
political Jine. But the direct 
.hit is what the whole idea is 
about. During the moments 
when the cast abandon 
themselves to a . rallying 
portrayal of contemporary 
stock characters, the play 
manages to attain some of
OUT NOW ON
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Snippets
Five of Australia's top 
singers and musicians will 
start a national tour in Perth 
on July 22. They are 
Jeannie Lewis, Margret 
Roadknight,Mike McClelland, 
Glenn Cardier and Graham 
Lowndes.
During July and August
the show_wiM tour Perth
Brisbane, Adelaide, Canberra, 
Sydney and Melbourne.
The chow will include 
jazz, blues, rock, fjolk and 
gospel. With much of the 
music being original, the 
combined talents involved 
should make for an exciting 
experience.
"A Singular Show" is 
being sponsored by the 
Aquarius Foundation.
Santana to tour Australia 
in their own Electra with 
three of the origihal mem­
bers, Carlos Santana, ^Who 
sings and plays lead, Michael 
Shrieve on drums and Jose 
Chepito Areas on tympales 
and bongoes plus four new 
band members.
Brisbane: July 23, Festi­
val Hall; Sydney: 25 and 26 
at the Hordern; Adelaide: 
28 at Apollo Stadium; 
Perth: 31 at Beatty Park; 
and in Melbourne at Festival 
Hall on August 2.
The three grand old ladies 
of the Australian music scene 
Jeannie Lewis, Margret 
Roadknight and Wendy 
Saddington appear together 
on Sunday, August 5, 
8.00 pm, at a concert at the 
Roundhouse, Uni. of NSW.
Tickets are only a buck 
and 50 cents for students. 
On with them, Mother Earth, 
Fore Day Riders, and organist 
Bob Vinnard.
The followers of the 
effulgent gentleman, Shri 
Guru Maharaj Ji will be 
bringing some of that Divine 
Light to Adelaide, July 13, 
14and 15. . . full moon time.
Specially flying in from 
India will be one of Guru 
Maharaj Ji's closest disciples 
Mahatma Padarthanand. He'll 
be with the other Jifreaks 
giving Spiritual Exhibitons, 
street parades and other stuff.
Street magazine starting 
in Sydney. Want' to swipe at 
teachers, doctors, judges, 
magistrates, parents, psychia­
trists or other holy cows, 
write a poem, review a play? 
It will be a roneoed magazine 
sold on the streets. Send 
contributions or offers of 
help to: C/o Colin Maine, 
138 Bourke Street, Wooloo- 
mooloo, 2011.
Sydflicks
M ANLY SILVER SCREEN 
45 North Steyne, Manly. 
Ph.: 977.5503.
July 13: 7.30 pm Concert 
for Bangla Desh and 
Gimme Shelter.
Midnight: Blood On
Satan's Clan.
July 14: 5,30 pm Inner­
most Limits of Pure Fun.
7.30 pm Concert for 
Bangla Desh and Gimme 
Shelter, with the possible 
live appearance of Ravi 
Shankar.
July 15: 1.30 pm Concert for 
Bangla Desh and Gimme 
Shelter.
5.30pm Innermost Limits 
of Pure Fun.
6.30 pm A rock concert 
with Ariel, Country Radio 
and the 69„ers.
July 16-18: 7.30- pm
Concert for Bangla Desh 
and Gimme Shelter. 
July 19-21: 7.30 pm
A Sea for yourself, with 
a matinee on July 21 at
5.30 pm.
July 22: 2.00 pm Monty 
Python's Now For Some­
thing Completely Differ­
ent.
5.30 pm A Sea for Your­
self.
8.00 pm Mad Dogs and 
Englishmen.
July 23: 7.30 pm A Sea for 
Yourself.
July 24: 8.00 pm A rock 
concert with Johnny 
Chester and Jigsaw. 
July 26: 7.30 pm Adam at
6.00 am (with Michael 
Douglas) and Made (with 
Carol White and Roy 
Harper). An Australian 
premiere, no less. 1
July 27: 7.30 pm Made.
NAT. ¡F IL M  THEATRE,
Commonwealth Centre The- 
atrette. Corner Phillips and 
Hunter Street, Sydney. All 
sessions begin at 7.00 pm.
July 17: Rocco and His 
Brothers.
July 19: I Vitelloni and 
Hands Over The City. 
July 24: II Grido and 
Mamma Roma.
July 26: II Posto and 8V2. 
NFT CLASSICS SERIES: 
AMP Theatre, AMP Building, 
Circular Quay, Sydney.
July 2&: La Longue Marche 
and Pierrot Le Fou:
F ILM  MAKERS' CO - OP. 
St.Peter's Lne, Darlinghurst 
31.3277.
Millhouse at 5.15 pm. 
Dalmas at 8.15 pm.
Tuesday to Saturday. 
$1.50 — student and pen­
sioner concessions. 
Experimental Films: Sun­
days, 8.15 pm.
Pubs 
& Discos
BLAISES (dance): Sat. 21 
Lobby Lloyd's Coloured 
Balls, Gulliver's Bad Com­
panions, Red House Roll 
Band, free records.
Sat. 28
Billy Thorpe and the Aztecs, 
Myriad.
Q CLUB: Sat. 14 Madder 
Lake, Sid Rumpo, .Dingoes, 
Mushroom Night, free T- 
shirts, posters, etc.
Sat. 21 La De Das, 
Mighty Kong, 69ers.
CATHEDRAL HALL: Sat. 14 
Mackenzie Theory, Dingoes,
SPIRIT OF NIM BIN: Sat. 21 
Capt. Matchbox Whoopee 
Band, White Company, Steve 
Dunstan, Benny Zable, 
Metaphysical Magic Circus, 
Poor Tom's Poetry Band. 
Brian Peacock. Central Hall, 
20 Brunswick St., Fitzroy.
INTER N A TIO N A L HOTEL: 
Fri. 20 Doug Parkinson and 
The Rebels, Coloured Balls. 
Fri. 27 Billy Thorpe and 
The Aztecs, Gulliver's Bad 
Companions.
STANLEY'S STOMP STA­
TION: Fri. 13 Baiyna.
Sat. 14 Tank. Tues. 17 
Mighty Kong. Thu. 19 Chain. 
Fri. 20 Alta Mira. Sat. 21 
Fat Alroy. Tues. 24 Mighty 
Kong. Thu. 26 Mackenzie 
Theory. Fri. 27 Dingoes. 
Sat. 28 Albatross.
EASY RIDER: Fri. 13 Big 
Push. Sat. 14 Shubop. Wed. 
18 Pirana. Thur. 19 Red 
House Roll Band. Fri. 20 
Big Push. Sat. 21 Shubop. 
Wed. 25 Carnival. Thu. 26 
Billy Thorpe and the Aztecs, 
Carnival. Fri. 27 Big Push.
CROXTON PARK: Sat. 14 
Big Push. Sun. 15 Fantasy. 
Wed. 18 Up. Sat. 21 Big 
Push. Sun. 22 Carnival. 
Wed. 25 Billy Thorpe and 
the Aztecs, Tank.
ICELAND: Sun. 15 La De 
Das. Sun. 22 Carnival. 
Sun. 29 Clockwork Straw­
berry.
SUNDOWNER, GEELONG: 
Fri. 13 Red House Roll Band. 
Sat. 14 Rondells, Doug 
Parkinson. Wed. 18 Billy 
Thorpe and the Aztecs. 
Thu. 19 69ers. Fri. 20 Red 
House Roll Band. Sat. 21 
Rondells, Doug Parkinson. 
Sun. 22 Nirvana. Thu. 26 
Red House Roll Band. 
Fri. 27 Up.
the flash of a modern-day 
Commedia dell' Arte. Each 
player represents a force in a 
simplified operation. While 
it's something of a cultural 
flashback, it's well worth 
stoking up for and dropping
in to watch. !
* * *
Meanwhile in the Back 
Theatre at the Australian 
Performing Group's Drum­
mond Street headquarters. 
Tribe are attempting to 
inject some life into The 
Ride Across Lake Constance, 
the three-hour word play by 
German playwright Peter 
Handke.
Either the translator 
decided to decipher via 
Aramaic, or Handke turns 
his phrases with a crowbar.
Combine this textual 
torpor with a young cast, 
inexperienced in giving life 
to a particularly turgid 
prose, and you can find your 
attention demanded but left 
to languish unnourished. At 
worst it's rather like a long 
and complex anecdote about 
people you 've  never 
bothered to know, told 
enthusiastically by a beaky 
cousin who still stutters, 
despite years of amateur 
musical productions.
This all makes an already 
obscure play even more 
difficult to follow. A t times 
it's arduous. The characters 
seem to cope with being 
alone and alive with varying 
shades of freakout. From a 
bog of random collisions, 
personal strengths emèrge 
and an offbeat powerplay 
begins.
Ian "Pudding" Wallace 
offers some engaging and 
constructive moments of 
life. The girl in the grey fur 
makes a very beautiful vamp.
When the cast overcomes 
a first-night penchant for 
pregnant pauses and become 
more attuned to the wants 
and needs of a long-suffering 
audience, the show should 
flow more smoothly.
There is no intermission.
Albums
GREENSLADE -  Green- 
slade.
(Warner Bros./WEA 
BS2698)
This seems to be a Son 
of Pearls Before Swine or 
Jethro Tull in Fairyland sort 
of album.
It's mostly fairly gentle 
electronic music with babbl­
ing organ playing anything 
from calliope to flute, vio­
lins like heartstrings, menac­
ing swelling bass guitar like 
giant rubber fruit bursting 
and falling from poisonous 
trees, Sure narrow vocal with 
a flat hard edge, and drums 
that hump and pitter patter 
and thud.
It's also largely pictorial 
music — some well-conveyed 
scenes as in "An English 
Western", an instrumental 
piece where on top of hot 
piano the fast piping organ 
rises up and down in the 
saddle, while the drums plop 
across the green fields, end­
ing on the tidy heroics of 
soaring violins.
Also cliched pictures as 
"Temple Song" — a little 
piece about mysticism and 
brotherhood of man which 
incorporates Imperial Chinese 
musical phrases a la Walt 
Disney.
Pretty pleasant but with a 
tendency to the full-blown 
sophistication of film  score 
interludes. — VF.
LIV ING IN THE MATER­
IAL WORLD -  George 
Harrison (Apple).
It's not exactly limp and 
it's not really simpering. The 
production is probably 
breathtaking and the arr­
angements benign. But it's 
all so legitimate. Pity really 
because with his glottal 
nose impediment, he could 
have done a presentable 
Buddy Holly re-invocation.
There's not one harsh 
note in the whole bloody 
thing. The youngest of the
biaise
ORMOND HALL  
MO UBRA Y  STREET  
ST. KILO A
SAT. 21: LOBBY LLOYD’S 
COLORED BALLS, GULLI­
VER’S BAD COMPANIONS, 
RED HOUSE ROLL BAND.
SAT. 28: BILLY THORPE 
AND THE AZTECS, MYRIAD
FIRST 400 GET 
A FREE RECORD
old Beatles seems to have 
eluded the Chuck Berry beat, 
abandoned the ragtime nos­
talgia and produced a per­
sonal album that is an ex­
tension of his own spiritual 
tussle with the universe.
Musically, it's fairly 
classy. The lyrics are heavily 
influenced by thè calm of 
Eastern religions so they 
tend to bs something less 
than biting. But it is quite 
beautiful, often elegant and 
rt last, without much suffer­
ing of pain. — AJ
On The Air — Eddie 
C o ch ra n  — (U n ite d  
A r t i st s /Festiva l U A L  
34727).
One of the original 56ers, 
Cochrane died in a car crash 
between shows in 1960. 
With Jerry Capehart, he 
wrote Summertime Blues 
and C'mon Everybody, and 
sang all the solid rockers like 
Money Honey and Sweet 
Little Sixteen, with simple 
twanga wanga wang guitar 
backings and a deep smooth 
voice a bit like Presley's.
This record is a well 
produced piece of 50s 
nostalgia including all those 
songs, and others like Ray 
Charles' Hallelujah I Love 
Her So, White Lightning 
(with Gene Vincent) and 
Sitting in the Balcony — a 
heavy breathing echo 
chamber piece with ba 
dad'ad daaa backing and 
thrillingly schmaltzy lyrics 
about hand holding in the 
back row of the balcony of 
the picture.
It's good stuff and so are 
the scraps of interview with 
jaundiced American DJs who 
put the not-quite established 
star through hoops making 
him tell the teenagers about 
how he caught buses 
between gigs and lay heavy 
bored congratulations on 
him. "A  couple of wunnerful 
nummers . . .  a wunnerful 
show . . . you've done a lot 
of work . . . the teenagers 
wants you . . .  believe me 
you're right there . . . yoUr 
records are great, you're 
going up."
Better Days — Paul 
Butterfield, Geoff Muldaur, 
et a. — (Bearsville/WEA BR 
2119).
This is one of those really 
rare records that are both 
dazzingly competent and as 
friendly and engaging as a 
private jam session. Both 
Butterfield and Muldaur 
have mellowed a lot since 
they started, the rough edges 
of their idiosyncratic styles 
have disappeared into 
amazingly good sensuous 
laid-back blues.
Tracks include a lazy 
lyrical version of Please Send 
Me Someone to Love, a 
sinister deep throated Baby 
Please Don't Go, with Maria 
Muldaur's whiskey and 
rainwater voice in the 
chorus, Buried Alive and 
Nobody's Fault But Mine, 
and a big serve of 
Butterfield 's ace harp 
playing.
Sleuth
SLEUTH — directed by 
Joseph L. Mankiewicz. 
(Hoyts Cinema 4)
Ah, the games people 
play. Sir Laurence Olivier 
and Michael Caine battle 
out the detailed display of 
gamemanship in the film ver­
sion of Anthony Shaffer's 
thriller play, SLEUTH. 
Olivier, us the excitable 
writer of popular detective 
novels, conducts a sweat 
session for his estranged 
wife's lover (Michael Caine) 
as the culmination/compil- 
ation of a lifetime's plot- 
line.
It's after Caine returns 
the compliment and the 
boys find no limits on their 
warfare that the real spec­
tacle of collision begins.’
In his first major film 
role in a number of years, 
Olivier delivers as compre; 
hensive a collection of 
British acting techniques as 
ever. The game as a second 
level of performance within 
the main framework affords 
him even further scope — 
just as Katherine Hepburn 
sailed through the family 
ups and downs in LION IN  
W INTER. While Caine's per­
formance is of a less classic 
nature, its gutsyness could 
provide some relief to those 
people bored shitless by 
Sir Larry's ageless posturing.
There are a few swipes 
at the overtone of racial 
discrimination amongst the 
English well-bred classes but 
these are for color rather 
than enlightenment. Olivier 
simply takes exception to 
what he regards as Caine's 
watery, Italian background.
The style is v murder/ 
mystery in the English 
.country estates. The in­
cessant peering of a nosey 
cameraman, and a complex 
plot line manage to sustain 
suspense. While the script is 
not something you might 
frame, Olivier's performance 
is worth a look to anyone 
interested in the crafted art 
of acting.
There seems to be enough 
left unexplained to provoke 
discussion by the misty 
hedges afterwards. — AJ
Wferds
(reviews of books new or 
fairly new or around.)
by Colin M. Talbot
A goodly number of 
"modern American novelists" 
seem to be occupied by the 
concept of temporal con­
fusion. Kurt Vonnegut Jr.'s 
SLAUGHTERHOUSE FIVE  
is most possibly the best 
known of these, seeing as 
how it sold a bundle and 
someone made a fairly enter­
taining but not particularly 
farout film of the same. 
Then of course there is a 
new boy, Rudy Wurlitzer, 
who wrote a book titled 
QUAKE (which ROLLING  
STONE got in novella form 
for its pages), and who wrote 
the script for the Peckinpah/ 
Kristofferson/Dylan/Billy the 
Kid movie which was shot 
in the US recently and who 
wrote a book, NOG.
In the book, Nog is the 
name of the writer's other
self. Both the writer and 
Nog happen into funny situ-: 
ations which are not necess­
arily explained. The writer 
is sort of like a twig floating 
down a river, going over 
rapids and hitting rocks and 
generally getting^ bashed 
around by life and by Time. 
But he's inert or seems to 
be and doesn't feel or seem 
to feel pain or any damn 
thing.
The writing of it in this 
skating, lobotomised, non- 
amazed style is appealing. 
Neither do you have to put 
up with any boring social 
comment. I read it a couple 
of months ago and thought 
at the time it was in the 
top ten. I'm not sure now, 
but guess it still is. (Pocket 
Books, imported.)
Sort of in the same 
genre is a book in John 
Muir Publications (distributed 
by the Book People) by 
someone called Hendrie (he's 
got a beard and looks about 
30), titled BOOMKITCH— 
WATT. You could have
trouble pronouncing that in 
a bookstore. It seems to be 
the noise made by someone 
when a fissure opens up in 
the earth. Fissures open up 
in the earth when there is ah 
earthquake, and that, almost, 
is what the book's about; 
the San Francisco shift, which 
QUAKE was sort nf aK/-».* 
The Hero is a guy 
named Flute who narrates 
some of the book. It's a 
book about writing a book 
about Himself and his w ife  
and the quake and how ne 
kills his friend and gets away 
yvith it. As the book about 
the book progresses, the
author shows his wife who 
says he is distorting the 
truth, so the book within 
the book is rewritten at 
times. Some incidents are 
about writing the book, some 
about the facts causing the 
writing, and some about the 
.disturbances while writing. 
I f  that sounds confusing, it 
sort of is, with Time being 
a dimension doing some of 
the confusing. Pretty good, 
in fact not bad.
20 BRUNSWICK ST. F itzroy.___
MACKENZIE THEORY THE DINGOES 
BURTON, MCGURE and KENNEDY 
ALTA MIRA
INTERNATIONAL 
HOTEL
AIRPORT WEST
FRIDAY 20:
DOUG PARKINSON AND 
THE REBELS 
COLORED BALLS
FRIDAY 27:
BILLY THORPE AND THE 
AZTECS, GULLIVER’S BAD 
COMPANIONS.
C L U B
KEW CIVIC CENTRE
Saturday July 14 
Madder Lake, Sid 
Rumpo, Dingoes. 
Mushroom Night with 
free T-shirts, posters,
Saturday July 21 
La De Das, Mighty 
Kong, 69ers.
admission $1-50
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TIPPING
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i knew a man who
had been silent
for a decade, some say
i knew a man who 
had been KOd 
by francis webb
grief struck „ 
him down, others 
“the king is simply mad
& was fond, tough 
dealings in the library 
he wheeled
(or swam far out 
where nurses are grey 
shark! am dead . . .”
past (didnt himself say) screws 
disguised as nurses 
& his sentence undefined
until, flatfaced
as any well meant friday
charity cake — he spoke!
as the constant possibility 
of release — but when unstable 
& liable to yell
fuck you was all he said blue murder?
3 4
i knew a man who 
was not a man 
but a boy, sickly pale
i knew a man was 
landing on the moon 
anytime & switched
shrunken like a sweet potato 
coughing some dark syrup 
wipe his mouth, there
the geriatric tv on 
grouped chairs, got everyone 
properly aligned
been done for, finally 
for years, but kept on 
a starch linen sheet
for the show — grainy figure 
crawldown like a witchety grub . . .  
while the deaf lady
of life, constantly changed 
forcefed, alive far worse 
than any broken dog
& the german/scottishbrogue ladies 
publicly debated it, as 
though trying to anticipate his
dragging home punchline
5 6
3
Ö
i knew a mad i knew a man
O
2
revolutionary, who strode whodoneit, genetical faults & s *
the yard in exile slips like a stockingrun, s
&
with his collar turned up horrorcomicstrips
o
o
like a sight, the overcoat of the human form
pocketting amazing bombs gone wrong — but queenic
& banners to declare liberation & batman & loveable
VO
almost won, the day scrounging bumpers & old doug O
CJ*
will come, must come washing the shit off £Ö**
to break out that barbwire compound Ö-
of this last concentration with a slow hose, the clocktower §■'t
with a shout! his companions melting like a cry
X
lurk after him of gentle rain
V-
§
Divorce, marriage and the awfulness o f people
Loaded questions 
fizzle
by Helen Garner
Being “in favor of people’s lib” 
was the benevolent joke of the 
evening at the Women’s Electoral 
Lobby’s second forum, a much 
smaller affair than the first and held 
in the backblocks of Melbourne’s 
Camberwell Civic Centre on July 3. 
“We hope we learned something on 
May 7,” said Josephine Capp, WEL 
publicity officer, in her invitation to 
Digger to cover forum number two. 
It was different all right . . .  more 
like a university seminar, a 
homogeneous audience of 250-300, 
no shouting or heckling. The topics 
were divorce and marriage.
The four speakers (two men, two 
women; what could be more 
equitable?) were Gershon Weiler, a 
professional philosopher from La- 
trobe University, Barbara Wishart 
from the Women’s Movement, Trevor 
Cook from the Divorce Law Reform 
Association and Beverley O’Connor 
from the Cairnmillar Institute.
The first of few surprises of the 
evening was the chairwoman’s 
quoting of a remark she attributed to 
Germaine Greer but which sounded 
more like Dorothy Dix: “The basic 
ingredient of a happy marriage is the 
ability to communicate.” Margaret 
Mead got a mention too: in this 
context her ideas on contractual 
marriage began to look almost 
revolutionary.
Weiler, the benign family man par 
excellence, declared himself “happily 
married and likely to remain so.” Uh 
huh. I wouldn’t bet on it, mate, not 
these days. He didn’t appear to have 
prepared his address. He kept saying, 
“In an intelligent audience like this 
. . . ” He quoted “the greatest of all 
philosophers, Spinoza” as saying that 
philosophical thought without action 
is of no use. Philosophical ideas must 
be taken up by “organisations such 
as this.”
“Organisations such as this” are 
not the wellspring of social change in 
the area of divorce and marriage. 
WEL’s membership is chiefly drawn 
from a middle class, educated, over 
30 population group, not the section 
of the community noticeably 
experimenting with new ways of 
working out relationships, between 
women and men, women and 
children, men and children. The 
evening’s discussion didn’t take 
account of the fact that thousands of 
people out there are forging (often at 
some personal cost) new ways of
at W E L
living and bringing up children.
“People who produce children 
must be responsible for their 
maintenance,” asserted Weiler. “The 
unwanted child shouldn’t be dumped 
in the lap of the treasury.”
That was the tenor of the 
discussion — heavy stress on the 
awfulness of people, a pessimistic 
view of people’s motives . . . and 
worst of all, a tendency to look to 
the establishment of institutions and 
to the State, as an answer to personal 
difficulties. (One woman suggested 
compulsory courses in childminding 
for people wanting to marry; a man 
wanted what he called “professional 
parents” , which he defined, as 
“warm, balanced people with all the 
qualities needed for raising kids.”)
* * *
Beverley O’Connor of the Cairn­
millar Institute, using the dreadful 
Jonathan Livingstone Seagull as her 
text of reference, was yet the only 
speaker who came anywhere near 
laying herself on the line: that’s what 
might have cracked the formal 
surface of such a debate — a couple 
of people shamelessly making acts o f 
faith. She said “I” . No-one else on 
the panel did that, except Weiler but 
he’s a philosopher and knows how to 
say “I” and make it mean “one”.
J f  only the speakers had been less 
concerned to present masses of 
information at great speed, and more 
willing to be personal, something 
useful might have come out of it all. 
There might have been some 
exchange of experience instead of a 
pointless statement of grievances 
which elicited no response.
There was some provision, at this 
forum, for extended speaking from 
the floor. This is how the oddball 
component of the audience made 
itself felt. Some people appeared to 
want free legal advice from Trevor 
Cook, whom they wrongly assumed 
to be a solicitor. Others had come 
along with personal axes to grind. 
The awfulness of people and the 
difficulty of making a life with 
someone else were testified to by a 
remarkable series of questions and 
comment. (Almost, all the speakers 
had middle European accents). One 
woman ironically reminded Gershon 
Weiler of their common origins when 
he made a debonair pronouncement 
on the financial value of a wife:
“Where you and I come from, Mr 
Weiler, the value of a wife is 
estimated by her education and her 
demonstration of her husband’s 
position. You’ve forgotten. . . she is 
valued quite high.”
A Russian with a scarf and a 
cold-war smile complained that he 
had been unable to divorce his wife 
although she was a lesbian. He also 
put Barbara Wishart straight re­
garding the liberation of women in 
his homeland: “In the coalmines, 
women who were unable to fulfil 
their quotas, were forced to sleep 
withlthe foreman”. If women were as 
incapable as he suggested, the
When Brownie McGhee was four 
he caught polio and the growth of 
his right leg was permanently stunted. 
A, bit later an uncle made him his 
first banjo out of an old marsh­
mallow tin.
Sonny Terry was already playing 
around with the harmonica, when, 
aged 11 he lost an eye in rough 
and tumble with some other kids. 
A few years later he lost the other 
to a piece of flying métal, and 
he got deeper into harmonica.
“It’s no mystery why a lot of 
Southern black musicians were named 
“Blind Boy” this or “Crippled” that. 
If you couldn’t see or couldn’t walk 
well, you couldn’t work in the fields
foremen must have been sexual, 
athletes, indeed.
An Australian battler spoke up 
from the back. “Parents have no 
rights. Children have all the rights in- 
court. And divorce doesn’t solve 
anything. It cost me 800 pounds to 
learn it.”
A woman challenged Cook: “Do 
you condone adultery?”
Like almost all the other 
questions it was loaded. You could 
feel a terrific need to share 
experience . . . but it’s not the place, 
in a crowd of strangers, and every 
one of these personal testimonies 
fizzled out because no-one knew how 
to take them up, or make something 
constructive of them. Questioners 
would sit down looking still half 
steamed up, awkward, angry, disap­
pointed.
A crabby old lady in specs and a 
Burberry coat remarked to her 
daughter in a carrying voice, “A 
meeting for disgruntled people, is it? 
All divorced, are they?”
Disgruntlement’s an unsym­
pathetic word to use for people who 
want to reveal their personal pain to 
strangers. The audience was dimly 
aware of the unsatisfactory nature of 
the solutions offered by marriage and 
divorce reforms. Weiler pointed out 
it was a “prejudice” to assume that 
every problem had a solution: 
“Reforms won’t eliminate human 
unhappiness.” But, aside from 
Barbara Wishart’s. efficient presenta­
tion of several alternative ways of 
conducting close relationships, par­
ticularly involving children, there 
wasn’t Much1 serious questioning of, 
the institutions of marriage and 
divorce.
Emphasis on property as the basis 
of marriage and divorce meant that 
the way marriage oppresses women 
in particular was glossed over: “What 
about a bit of men’s liberation!” 
shouted men who considered they’d 
been ripped off by the divorce courts 
and maintenance laws.
Sex role conditioning, clearly 
explained by Barbara Wishart, 
seemed to be a concept little 
considered by most people, who 
spoke or argued. In fact, the only, 
person who even mentioned it was a 
woman who, thinking on her feet, 
surprised herself by saying “If 
children could all be brought up like 
boys . . Heaven forfend.
Eve Mahlab, who chaired the first 
WEL show, challenged Trevor Cook: 
“I put it to you that your 
organisation is male-dominated and 
middle-class dominated.” The 
Divorce Law Reform Association 
runs the line that any marriage 
should be dissolvable after a 
12-month separation. “Don’t you 
realise,” said Mahlab, “there are 
thousands of women who haven’t 
even got the tramfare to get away 
from their husband’s house, let alone 
the money to stay away for a 
separation period as long as a year, 
particularly if they’ve got children, 
and no chance of finding a job” — 
even if there were community or 
government childcare services. Cook 
didn’t have an answer.
If you’d thought about sexual 
oppression and marriage, it was a 
boring and wasted evening. If you 
hadn’t, not much happened to make 
you start.
and you damn well better find 
something else to do or you might 
find that you couldn’t eat either.”
So for a while Terry — Teddel 
Saunders — travelled the tobacco 
towns of the southeast of the US 
with two blind guitarists, Blind Boy 
Fuller and Rev. Gary Davis; When 
he left that group, Walter Brown 
McGhee joined with Fuller and they 
played together from 1933 to 1939 
when Fuller died, leaving his National 
steel guitar to McGhee.
Brownie McGhee went to New 
York looking for work and found 
his friend Sonny Terry already there 
and they joined up at a memorial
To tour in August
Sonny and Brow nie
Young monk threatens abortion marchers with hellfire
Ponch Hawkes
Stand up and hold your tongue
Cops pick up
abortion
Melbourne police have begun to 
make inquiries into the statutory 
declarations presented at Russell 
Street police station at the Abortion 
Law Repeal demonstration on June 
30.
Women who have had abortions 
marched from the City Square to 
Russell Street and attempted to pre­
sent their affidavits at the desk. 
Chief-Inspector Holland, flanked on 
the steps by a bevy of Her Majesty’s 
finest meat and muscle, said to the 
women, “We’ll take you two at a 
time so we can process you quickly.”
Two women went in. One of 
them presented, as w§ll as her own 
affidavit, those of several other 
women. Both women were photo­
graphed.
Next to go in was Jean McLean, 
who exercised her civil right to re­
fuse to be photographed. Police took 
this opportunity to jack up com­
pletely: they announced that no 
more affidavits would be accepted, 
and advised the remaining demon­
strators to go home.
Police responded with customary 
inscrutability to the women’s de­
mands that they be arrested. The 
demonstrators became angry; Bea­
trice Faust, veteran of many a cam­
paign, took the megaphone and 
pointed out that police were placed 
in the untenable position of being 
required to enforce a law that was 
unenforceable. Many of the demon-
gauntlet
strators were reluctant to accept that 
their point had already been made. 
Their frustration exploded when 
several beefy policemen shoved Faust 
bodily off the steps back into the 
crowd; cops formed a line and forced 
the wornen back off the footpath 
onto the roadway. There was a danger 
that women would be hurt in 
scuffling confrontations with police 
twice their size: the strain of the 
constant stream of abuse and argu­
ment the women kept up began 
to show, and tempers frayed. Elbows 
were Seen (and felt) to fly.
The demonstration broke up when 
a woman echoed Faust, saying that 
the point had already been made, 
and that no further action was 
necessary on that day.
* * *
Two women were questioned on 
the night of July 10. One, who is 
72, years old, stated in her affidavit 
that she has had three abortions. 
She was visited at her house by 
Detective-Constable Pearce and 
Detective-Sergeant Bull of Russell 
Street CIB, who asked her to identify 
photos of other women who had 
presented affidavits.
“The policeman said to me, ‘It’s 
so painful, having to question you 
about this — it happened so long 
ago, and you’re such an old woman. 
You’re old enough to be my mother.’ 
I told him, ‘Well, it’s painful that
concert for Leadbelly in January 
1950, and went on from there.
They have both played with a 
lot of other big names in blues, 
and made recordings with numerous 
record companies, including tracks 
like Kansas City, Sporting Life, Hard 
Luck Blues, Betty and Dupree, and 
Good Morning Blues.
McGhee sang under many 
pseudonyms including Spider Sam, 
Big Tim Collins, Henry Johnson and 
Blind Boy Williams.
They’ve been called many glorious 
things such as “amongst the most 
powerfully expressive emotionally 
persuasive and consistently satisfying 
blues artists around” and the “great­
est living exponents of black folk 
blues.”
They’ve made more comebacks 
than Mariene Dietrich. In August 
they’re doing an Australian tour of
all the eastern states including 
Tasmania.
“If rock musicians can stand each 
other long enough to cut a record 
together it makes Billboard, and any­
thing much beyond that is hailed 
as a minor miracle or ego sub­
mission and conflict resolution. 
Consider then, Brownie McGhee and 
Sonny Terry, who have been play­
ing together for 33 years and in 
that time combined on 45 albums.
“After spending a little time with 
them, I think I have discovered 
their secret. When they are together, 
they bicker constantly like an old 
married couple who have at long 
last discovered that a lot of little 
fights are better than one great big 
one. And when they are apart they 
are really apart.”
If you want to consider them, 
the tour starts in Sydney on August 9 .
sons don’t know what their mothers 
go through.’
‘“I’ve had three abortions,’ I told 
them. ‘I can remember two of them. 
They were at a chemist' in Bridgé 
Road, ... in, 193(? and! |f $ 3 7 ,  Th$ 
chemist’s: name' was Reidÿ.’ The 
policeman said, ‘He must be long 
since dead.’ ‘How many others are 
there?’ I said. ‘You must know it 
goes on. It was in the depression. 
We had three kids and absolutely 
nothing to feed them on. But I 
was only one of thousands whose 
husband had no work.’ Oh, I gave 
them a good spout.
“Why they started on me I don’t 
know. They probably thought, ‘We’ll 
get on to this old girl and see what 
she can tell us.’ But I didn’t make 
any further statement.”
The Abortion Law Repeal Associ­
ation advises women expecting police 
calls on this matter that they are 
not required to give anything more 
than their name if police call at 
their house. To enter a house, the 
police must present a warrant bearing 
the appropriate date. Unless you feel 
¡under threat, and want to keep police 
out of your house, mentioning the 
warrant regulation is a way of making
it clear that you are aware of your 
rights.
ALRA suggests women should say 
as little as possible, and should avoid 
being drawn into conversation, a 
tactiq police are sure to try. A 
sensible answer would be “Every­
thing I have to say was said in 
my statement.” It is not necessary 
to recall dates, or abortionists’ 
names, particularly if the abortionist 
is still practising, did not give you a 
nasty time, botch the job, or rip you 
off.
The aim of this action is to 
demonstrate that the abortion laws 
are unenforceable. Enforcement of 
the law depends on the evidence of 
aborted women. In past raids on 
abortionists who haven’t paid enough 
protection money, Chief-Inspector 
Holland has dragged semi-conscious 
girls off operating tables at risk to 
their lives, and has forced them to 
submit to vaginal photography in 
order to intimidate them into giving 
evidence.
If aborted women hold their 
tongues, the law cannot be enforced. 
For help or advice, call your lawyer 
or ALRA on 387.3713 in Melbourne, 
61.7325 in Sydney.
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